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Foreword
"To the child in whose education nature and science have

occupied a significant place, life is a richer and a fuller adventure,"
wrote Helen Heffernan in the preface to the 1932 Suggested Course
of Study* in Science for Elementary Schools. Miss Heffernan, who
is truly one of California's most outstanding educators,' and the
ethers who worked with her are to be congratulated for their
pioneer efforts in developing the genesis of a state framework for
science.

Two years later Miss Heffernan, who was then the Chief c;cf the
Division of ,Elementary Education and Rural Schools, and several
other highly respected educators in the states prepared the first in a
series of guides for teaching science. The guides, which were
published over a period of almost ten years, carried such titles as
Tide-Pool Animals; Winter Birds; Earth Tremors; Frogs, Toads,
and Salamanders; and Termites. Arid the first guide in the series,
Suggestions to Teachers forthe Science Program in Elementary
Schools, identified the major objectives that should be attained
through science instruction:

1. An understanding of cause and effect relationships in connec-
tion with the natural phenomena which he [the student], is

likely to encounter.
2. An understanding of the contributions of science to modern

life.
\- 3. An awareness of the challenging interests in the various fields

of science.
4. An understanding of the local laws dealing-with the conser-

vation of wildlife.
5. The acquisition of skill in the scientific method of problem ,

solving.
6. An appreciation of the beauty and resources of nature.

Even though the emphasis and degree of complexity may be
different, those six objectives from 1934 are not too much unlike
the objectives you will find in chapter 3 of this 1978 framework.

III 5



I do not know what I may
appear to the world; but to
myself I seem to have been only
like a boy playing on the
seashore, and diverting myself in
now and then finding a smoother
pebble or a prettier shell than
ordinary, whilst the great ocean
of truth lay all' undiscovered

-before me.

Sir ha 2c Newton, 1642-1727

The comparison, it ,seems to me, reemphasizes the importance of
our building on the past while making changes that reflect advances
that have been made and meet the needs of our times.

The fact that Helen Heffernan was not content with the publish-
ing of one course' of study in science in 1932 is illustrative of the
career of this forward-looking individual and others like her who
have always worked so diligently to bUild on the past for a better
future for our children. It was especially true when Miss Heffernan
and 18 -other leading educators .accepted former Superintendent
Roy E. Simpsbn's challenge in 1947 to develop t'he first Frainework
for Public Education in California. They worked three years on the
task from the point of view' that the interests of all citizens will be
best served as public education is unified through the consistent
application of commonly accepted purposes and principles of
action at all levels and in all fields of the curriculum."

Although documents produced earlier times might have been
considered frameworks; the 1950 publication was the first to carry
the framework title. When the committee first began its work, the
members agreed that the end product would be called a ':frame:
work," because the document, they said, "would be skeleial in
structure, giving form and shape, strength and unity to all aspects
of our rapidly expanding program of public edudtion."

In the 28 years since that first framework was produced, the State'
' Department of Education has published frameworks in 12 different
curricular areas. And several of those documents, including this
one in science, have undergone significant revisions; thus continu-
ing, the tradition of improvingon that which has gone before.

I congratulate all of those whose names appear on page5 xi and
xii of this document for the fine work they have done in giving us a
new framework in sciencea document that reflects the needs and
interests of our times and that continues the- pioneer wor my
friend Helen Heffernan and others began so many years a o. As
she reminded her readers in the 1932 course of study, 'I remit you
today,' "The tea r who builds a knowledge of and a scientific
attitude toward t le natural phenomenon which is everywhere
about the child has immeasurably enriched his life." I am hopeful
that this framework will help teachers, in their most important
work of enriching lives and showing each child his or her place as
caretaker in the world of living things.

v

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Introduction

4.

ti

Since the end of World War II,. knowledge and technology have
increased at a phenomenal rate. Societal values and attitudes
trrward science have fluctuated, and priorities and goals of science
Programs have changed. Immediately after World War II, science
and science, education were considered to be among the most
important subjects to be taught in the schools. Support for science
throughout the nation was profound in- terms of funds, curric-
ulum, and staff. In most cases, however, such support is no longer
available: General public encouragement, interest, and emphasis
in science education have leveled -off to a great extent and in some
cases have shown a downward trend as a result of other pressures
and priorities. The lessening of emphasis in science has been most
evident in kindergarten through grade six, but in general th" trend
has also been observed in secondary schools. Whether thi trend
continues, leyels off, or turns around should be of serious c cern

to persons in industry, education, and the( public at large.
While many believe in thecapability of science and techno

to solve a large number of humanity's pressing problems'
while opportunities for work in areas of technology and scien e,
continue to grow, studies generally, Show that voluntary scien
enrollments on a percentage basis (grades seven through twelve
are at a plateau or are declining slightly. Therefore, an apparent
paragiox exists: Many exemplary prdgrams can be found through-
outCalifornia, but as a whole science education is struggling in
Many of the schools, particularly in kindergarten through grade
six. The attitudes-and feelings children have toward formal school
science programs develop at an early stage in their education, and
'schools need to attend to the development of the students' interests,
skills,14and knowledge in the sciences. In relation to some other
school subjects, the current status-of science instruction is low in

many schools. At the ,same time the need is great for individuals
and society to keep pace with the increase in scientific and tech-
nological knowledge, even though it can be a frustrating and

'Frank Press. "Science and Technology: The Road Ahead," Science, Vol. 200, No. 4343

(May 19, 1978), 737-41.
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(
demanding. experience. Thus, teachers and administrators have an

' important task of reevaluating the present status o\T science educa-
tion in their schools to determine the future needs of students and
the community that the school serves. .

..

.A'-concern for teaching methodology becomes a significant
aspect of the reappraisalmf the status of science instruction. There
is 'no end to knowledge; therefore, generalizations and concepts in
the subject matter of science to be taught in: the schools become
important considerations in restructuring science teaching. Inter-
diSciplinary or integrated approaches toscience education_ can_ be
considered as one way Of making science'relevarit for students and
teachers. ...

The teaching of science in traditional ways needs to change in
order to help 'students know or. eXperience science in relation to
theif:environment. Science leariiingS''are important in themselves;
however, the design, and intent of science programs for kinder-

: giarien through grade- twelve should take into account the prac-
ticality, probable use, timelessness, reasoning process, social appli-
cation, and the value of science education for all students through-
out their lives. AnNcience program" design should include some
experiences in the processes of iaence. StudeniS can rise such skills
as., observing, hypothesizing, calculating, locating information,
measuring, explaining; summarizing, and..other related process
skills, both in science and in other areas of learning. FOP many
student's the end product might not be specific scientifii: knowl-
edge but the development of attitudes of wonder and exploration

r".and continued learning.
Two recent studies are cited here to provide educators with

:information concerning the stat9.(of science in California elemen-
tary schools and providing Instruction for general scientific
literacy... ,

A recent doctoral stUdy. :titled An Assessment of Science Pro-
grams in California Elethentary Schools sums up information that
many persons thought was true but was not supported by research.
Although no study presents a perfect compilation of all statistics
and information, this research can be valuable to educators ,who
are concerned with improving the quality of science education.
The findings -of- the study incl e.,the, following (with the page
numbers. on which the information appears in the doctoral/thesis

. cited i'n parentheses):

1. Only 5 percent of California school districts employ full -time
science specialists (pp. 1, 203).

9. Student parti(jpation in science activities averages 44minutes
per week in elementary schools (pp.103, 215).

3. Over 40 percent of the elementary:teacheis surveyed rated
their own ability in science as below average when compared
with Other subjects and felt they did not have the skills .to
teachT_scienee processes and concepts (p. 203).



4. 45 percent of' the elementary teachers and administratoq
predicted that less money for instructional materials will be
spent on science, because state funds provided for instkpc-
tional materials inay be spent on any subject area as districts
or schools see fit (within the established guidelinesi4p: 167).

5. Although teachers expressed their support for, the "hands on"
concept, most continue to use textbooks (56.7percent) or
teacher-made written materials (57 per''ent)as the basis fo. r
their science instructional programs (pp. 2,-A).

6. Although science kits or systems have been pun !lased by
many schools or districts, only 5 percent of the teachers use-
them extensively (p. 3).

7. Many respondentsxpressed the feeling that other subjects
took a priority in time over science (p. 36).2

A recent article in the Science Teacher suggested that science
instruction could be improved by (I) providing the student with a

. variety of learning approaches; or (2) mating the student with a
teachei ' instructional style wore closely matched the person-
ality c :h- :udent.3 Student personality styles were identified by
the use the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. A strong plea was
made to create a u'ider spectrum of instructional choices in order to
increase'general scientific literaCy as Well as to improve instruction
for the science-oriented student..

In view of growing concerns among science educators aboutqhe
current status of science in the schools, there is a need for a new
focus on the importance of science education.

In this Science Framework emphasis is placed on ways school
personnel can change the enviro, uncut of science instruction and
motivate student interest -in sciienct- mine effectively. Suggestions
are given for developing-human being, who -not only realize the
value of science to themselves and others but-also understand the.
importance of science in providing a livable environment in a
shrinking world'. The ernphasis on reasoning and the relevance of
science can be obtained through a strong, interesting, and non-
threatening curriculum design. The challenge to give science
education a higher priority in the curriculum structure must start
with concerned -.,duci- a-N. The Science Framework is one tool
these educators can use in :li process.
. The Science Framework is organized into four chapters and six
appendixes. Chapter 1 discusses the acquisition and organization
of knowledge in respect to developing broad generalizations and
concepts. The chapter defines what science is and how it can be
applied to the learr, curriculum, and society.

2Eugene H. Brown, An of Science Programs in California Elementary
Schools. Berkeley: University of California. 1977 (doctoral thesis).

Mary Budd RolVe. -Who Chooses Science? Profile." Science Teacher. Vol. 45. No. 4

(April. 1978). 25-28.

ix
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Chapter 2 provides information from the latest research and
suggests strategies for changing the scien'ce curriculum and design-
ing new and vital programs. The steps in the development Of a
science curriculum are described.

Chapter 3 suggests the four broad goals of science education for
kindergarten through grade twelve. These ,goals ,fall into four
areas: attitude, thinking processes,- skills (irianipulative and com-
municative). and knowledge. Tdminal objectives, examples of
learner . behavior, and the appropriate grade levels where the be-
havior is likely to be observed are categorized.

Chapter 4 describes:the components of a good learning environ-
ment and suggests instructional strategies that can be used to
achieve the four goals of science.. It provideS a model for evaluating
progress toward student terminal objectives and gives examples of
teacher behavior for each objective. Numerous evaluation tech -.
niques are suggested, and methods of evaluating learner perfor-
mance are described.

The appendixes to the Science Framework provide .speCific
information for those teachers and -administrators who will be
using the framework. In Appendix A the major conceptual organi-
zations cif,scientific knowledge, are described. Appendix B presents
the currently approved criteria at are used in evaluating instruc-
tional materials.. The design for decision making presented in
Appendix C identifies responsibilities in curriculum development
at the policy, curriculum, and instructional levels. Appendix D isa
self-assessment checklist for teachers. Appendix E is an instrument
districts can use to measure: the professional growth of teachers of
science. Appendix F presents information on -developing and
assessing 'science instruction skills.

x 12
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Chapte

4

Science:
Definitions,

darcideristids
and

Relationships

Modern societies accepted the
treasures and thepower that .

science laid in their laps. But
they have not accepted . .. its'
profounder message: the defin-
ing of a new and unique, source
of truth.

Jacques Monod
Chance ancl°,Vecessity. page 170
Translated from the French by

Austryn Wainhouse
Copyright 1971 by Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc.

6-77108

// r
,

! Modern are built. largely upon science'and its offspring,
-IR hnOlo6:,,H4rinan beings constantly are being reminded of this-in
their 1.,ise -Or coiriniunication, transportation, housing, clothing,
food, water; and 'eriergylt is important to learn about the scientific
facts and ciis overie. that human beings have turned to their use.

:--.;.The countless benefits of science confer. an. obligaticin on teachers:,

Pr' and learners alike.; This obligation is to understand and practice
the purStiiircif:OX..ectiye knowledge as the source of truth. by'
vigorousfy adhering to Q bj eCtivi ty , to an uricompro 'Sing search
for factscari 'science survive and flourish., of this pursuit
comes liberatior4rom superstition and a,deepened understanding
of people.and otstli&universe. 7{ - .

Befoteixopletan-begi'n to consider the impact of science on the
world araifid them, they need to have a definition of science. Many ,,

such definitiOnS exist; these generally can be divided into two
categories. -- 1 -i, `- . , .

In the first categik of definitions; science is viewed A a body of
collected knowlede--coMpris&I of interconnected sets Of prin-
ciples, 'taws, and i`'-o' fies that-explain, the universe. 'When people
who take- t4is!,yieW:-. talk- aboin scinpe,. they ,refer o s,nly, to it i,*

content=the facts, priricipleS, and lad's uSed to describe the world!.
around them. s' :, ", -, .--:!: --- ,

In the second categbrysif-defiiiitions, science is viewed as a set of (

processes that -can be used to-,sy-Sternatically acquire and refine
information. Peopie who take, this view 'consrider the.scientific
enterprise to be a set of processes:Jor obtaining inforination.

iiiti the purpose of' this framework; the "Clefinitiorf of science
pintsencompasses both int\s of view .beeause one.potnt of view cannot

-': be learned or understood without the Other:intough observation
..,, and experiment the scientist assembles -facts about nave. He of

she th n 'seeks relationships, that will link the f(acts into a.
cohe nt and useful network. In such a scientific ,enterprise; the
f s, principles, and laws jerk as knowledge-content buildirig

locks, while processing. aria reprocessing prvedures serv,.rto
1..z...

..
,

..;,It
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organize and refine the building blocks. The dynamic relationship,
12etween systematic processes and pieces of knowledge is the-essence of
the enterprise. Thus, science is the acquiring and organizing of

2:knowledge In such .a way that natural phenomena are more
adequately explained and their 'usefulness.,to human beings is
enhanced.

vt

Science-. as a Way to Acquire 'Knowledge

The" main route to scientific knowledge is through obsertring,
which can be characterized as a distinct process. When used in
scientific research; observing is an attentive and intentionally
objecti_tre activity that serves to answer 'specificAuestipns. Describ-,

ing is a more sophisticated process. It requires that thbttributes of
The observed- object be distinguished from. oncanotter. One can
Observe an 'object,,,ag a whole, but describing requites attention. to
parts. Comparing is a _profess by which one systematically4oOEsat
objects in relation to- other objects, identifying likenesses and

'differences. This process allOws a scientist to begin the more
complex process of classifying. Many other processes can be identi-
fied. SOrne processes, such as_hypothesizing, experimenting, infer=
ring, and predicting, consist of one or mere of the previously
mentioned activities.

All of these scientific processes can be learned; more individuals
have learned to be scientists in the past 50 years than'in all previous
human history: Teachers cannot, of course, teach stu e s to make

great discoveries, but they should be able to des ribe s. e aspects
of hovv,rdiscdveries are made. Scientists owe mu eir sticcess,.

for example in the conqueSrof disease, to the way they have been
able to identify, use, and refine the scientific processes that lead to
new knowledge. By using these processes, humanibeings have beeii

able to organizeknowledgeand develop a clearer understanding of
nature.

tti

Science as a Way to Organize Knowledge

Facts alone do not constitute 'science; science .ex.isTi' only when
relationships among facts are established. As facts are interrelated, -
organizations of',knowledge result.

Even when the facts are observable, their relationships .may be
difficult to perceive. Human beings devise organizations that seem.
to fit the facts they observe. The scientist tries to build, step-by-
kep, a conceptual model of a possible organization, probing and
testing each step. The procedure of testing whether a model of the
relationship remains consistent with the facts when a new fact-is
added is crucial. The scientist must use a model to make a
prediction. If a new fact contradicts the prediction, the scientist
knows the model was.,,at least in part, in error.

16
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When the fact conforms to the prediction, it supports the model.
But-support is not proof to the scientist. The new supportingfaci
is added to existing knowledge; it confirms the application of the
model and,widens its range, but it cannot be decisive or show that
the model Is universal. One .purpose of experimentation is to
uncover a situation in which the model As a result 6f such
experimentation, some organizations of knowledge of 100 years
ago appear crude and primitive today. Such models must be
continuously. refined, :updated, or rep-laced.

The very nature of the scientific-enierprise is to (1) generate and
test. conceptual organizations or generalizations that provide
models for the understanding of hOw certain facts are related; and
(2) continually search for greater and greater generalizations. The
result Is the production of broader, more 'comprehensive concepts

.' and, at the same time, thei reduction of diverse ideas t6 fewer
;con'cepts: This is latecisel-yr the basis for scientific, progress.

"*Theanajor concerns wish which factual data are explained and
related in'each major discipline (e.g., stronomy, biology, geology,
chemistry, and the like) are readily a ailable. One can make broad
and comprehensive generalizations that are basic to many dis-
ciplines and that interrelate the man factSandprinciples of all the'

, sciencest Examples of sorne..of these 'basic conceptual general-
izations of scientifit knowledge are present' d with lanations in
Appendix A..

Science and Society
\

. The ability of scientists to generate new knowledge is/o' ne of the
world's major economic and social assets. Suppor for/research to
generate 'more knowledge and to apply that knoWledge has been

strong, b.utthis support recently has become a politkal issue. Some

results of research and development certainly have \benefited hu-
mankind. -People today have a greater .abundancp oil food anq a
greater freedom from disease than did people in earlier generations
and _nonscience4oriented societies. Other results have had an
unfavorable impact .on the environment. liuman 'health can be
affected adversely by polluted air, water, and soil. The future
survival of--th.e world's population is being affected by the deple-
don of natural resources.

Science, technology; and societal co erns are intimately dated,
and individuals must become aware o1 the rapid 'changes that may
directly affect their welfare. For example, the replacement of
people by machines has had an enormous economic benefit. The
trend toward automation that allows One individual to perform the
tasks c:Cmany and the trend toward computerized data processing
iequire that some consideration be given to the consequences. If
society is to maintain full employment, the lefsure time available
tolutuime citizens will be; unequaled in 'history. The beneficial use

i
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of this time for the individual and for the nation must be an issue
of high priority.

Other science-initiated trends should cause society to rethink its
goals and beliefs. Progress in the medical sciences,' for example,
has increased the need for an understanding of the process of
aging. This same progress has led to a reconsideration of the issue
of euthanasia. How much value human beings place on life and,

_ indeed, how they define the quality of that life are not strictly
scientific questions, but are part of the presuppositions from
which scientists begin- The economic considerations inherent in
theise of artifiAal internal organs require that people understand
thg-problems asseitiEled with their use. -General concerns, such as
the purity of foods, the ,quality of the environment, and the health
and safety of people,. aErncrii, matters for science aloneeconomical,
ethical, and political factors may dominate these issues.

Informed people will be able to recognize that many major
forces in society affect the -learner, the schools,, and science...Such
individuals -will know that science and technology are necessary
but not sufficient in themselves to solve most of society's problems.

I

Science and the Curriculum
The production of.new scientific knowledge and its importance

to the progress of our culture make increasing demands upon
schools and the science curriculum. Recognizing that it is not
possible to predict what kno-wledge and processes are most likely to
be valuable to individuals- a dozen years from now, instructors,
curriculum designers, and other educators must focus upon a few
basic principles, and processes. These- can be used to guide the
learner to think rationally and to continually test his <N. her
'opinions, beliefs, and concepts against observable phenomena_ By
instructing young people in these basic principles and processes,

J teachers of science can contribute to the attainment of a competent,
orderly,. and humane society, one in 'which the individual under-
stands the functions. of science. In such a society scientific research
can help proyide maximum opportunities and benefits kir the

Within the whole cuixiculunf of the school, science can be .a
leavening ingredient. It can enhance- language development by"
providing learners with .opportunities to-read, write, speak, and-.
listen as well as by giving them experiences that are worth readirig,
writing, arid speaking about_ Science instruction can provide the
exptriential baig for young people to foTrn concepts that,- i turn,
necessitate the development of 'vocabulary_

As with language instruction,- science can reinforce the t hing
of mathematics by demanding frequent application of mathemat-
ical .skillk and by providing occjsions for practice. Science instruc-
tion, with its accompanying laboratory activities, can make such



skills more interesting, more useful, and more applicable to "real -
life situatiorm." Students can learn why there is a "best"..part of a
bat for hitting a ball. In metal shop students can learn why metals
(jack when they are bent too many times.

Practically every 'subject in the curriculum can be related in
-same way to science. The scien in
s.uchsa way that t re ationships are emphasized at every oppor-

- /unit .

SCience and the Learner
Schools are composed of students who have a wide range of

diverse characteris4cs. These differences are influenced by genetics,
culture, society, environmental conditions, levels of aspiration,
and other .factors. Because of these diversities,- the intellectual
growth of,students requireSa science curriculum that is made up of
different subjecti that are taught through a rich'array of instrtc-
tional techniquks: Such subjects should be paced at a rate that
ensures steady progress; and they should be designed to bring each
student to his or her.maximum potential' as a self-directed learner.

Science instruction can play a significant role in developing
each -student's potential. It should guide the student toward the
rational resoltition Of problenis, and it should emphasize'both the
Worth. of thinking for'oneself and the differene between fact ana
opinion. The critical attitudes fostered by the study of science may
;indeed be essential: fot the successful Cunctioning of a democracy.
Our political 'system requires from its citizens_maximum. under-
standing of how to beneficially apply and control technology.
This understanding cannot be realized without successful instruc-
tion in science.

Instruction in science should make the learner aware of the
many career opportunities that cankresult from studies in science:
Indeed, in the contemporary worl6Vone hardly can imagine any
career that would not be made more .efective by a knowledge of
science:
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Many of the federally sponsored science curricula of; the 1950s
and the 1960s were conceived in terms of the science concepis and
processes that were believed to, be the most important to be taught.
Although these are' still valid, a contemporary science curriculum
is broader in concept, moving toward science:that is interrelated
With Littman problems and with life in a complex society. Science
is viewed as basic for:all students, regardless of vocational or career
plans. Knowledge, when it is used in real life issues, buil& cross-
disciplinary curricula. The term curriculum itself is derived from a
Latin word related to action. Therefore, in this framework,- the
curriculum is conceived as the combination of` earning expert- .

ences provided by a school district for its, students.
Although one can identify. many possible combinations of 'ex-

periences that can be used to develop curricula, ceftair(common
components exist. These include an underlying philosophy that
involves learning theories; a view of the society and learners served
with an assessment of needs;_ overall goals and objectives that -are
consistent with the goals of science education; a scope and se -}
quence; a collection of learning activities, which a district level
must be useful to a variety of teachers and learners; resources; and
an evaluation plan that includes the examination of both-long-
term and short-term results.

The total curriculum should include a description of the eth-
ods by which the, goals, and objectives are to be achieved. ese
'goals and objectives Jot, science instruction are described i Chap-
ter 3 under the categories of (1)-scientific attitudes; (2) rati nal and
creative 'thinking processes; (3),manipulative and com unicative
skills; and (4) scientific knowledge. These broad goals re common
0 the biological, physical, earth, and space sciences. These goals,

,, the means used to achieve them, and the procedures used to assess
achievement are derived from one or more ,educational philoso-
phies.

This docUment was conceived from an eclectic philosophy.,

cal school philosophie's vary,.but if the science curriculum is to
,,
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be effective, the underlying philosophy, the instructional sequen-
ces, and the chosen' materials must be consistent with each other.
This idea of consistency encompasses the attitudes, needs, and
concerns of students, teachers, -aitcl members of the local cornmu-
nity. The-science- curriculum has some-flexibility, and it varies,
with the changing events in science and with the current needs of
the students, the school, arkl.the community; however, it ruusi
include_ content from each of the major, -scientific disciplines.

The designing, changing, developing, and implementing of a
curriculum are parts of a cyclic process that involves not only
school personnel but also students, their. parents, a ther Mem-,
bers of the community. A s -)-rstematiodesignrfor cuilItnn plan-
ning is ifnperative if personnel, materials, space, time, and funds _

are to be used effectively. A curriculum design deals with conflict;'..
ing conceptions,, of the school's philosophy, its goals and objec-
tives, and the ways to organize to meet these goals.and objectives as .
well as fulfill the aspirations of the students and parents..

The organization of the science curriculum may be lased on
science.,,content ,Icnow,ledge by topic, by concept, or by process. It
may even be based on the instructional methods or materials to be
-used. Some curricula provide af tightly sequenced hierarchy of
concepts and/or processes. Ot ers provide independent units or
topics that can be used flexibl ..to meet local need;- still others
incorporate an entire system Of instruction. No one pattern of
organization is superior. But regardless of the organizational focus
that is adopted, the concepts, processes, units, equipment, mate- ''.

rials, and systematic instruction must be considered fully by the
writers of the curriculum. '', - . .

Most science curricula reflect. one Or more of the following ,-

,current trends-in teaching-learning theories: the use of tbe inter-
disciplipary approach that involveg 'mathematics, the arts, social
sciences, industrial arts; and language. arts; 'flexibility. to meet
individual needs and personal value systems; more- eleoives at the
high school level and/or 'rninicouries based upon, interests of
students; aCtivity-Oriented 'experiences for individual students or
groups; recognition of the contributions made to science by men
and women of all races and religions; experiences outside the
classroom; independent career explorations -for both science and
nonscience career students; and greater emphasis on the use of
science.

To incorporate any of these trends, desig rs of a sdence.curric-
ulum should do he following:

.

.

1. Determine .the status of the current science curriculum by
performing an assessment and establishing priorities.

2: Determine what is desired in a new or modified science curric-
ulum by (1) formulating goals and'objectives; (2) identifying
and previewing new programs and materials; and (3) determin-

22
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ing the organization. scope, and sequence of the desired cur-
.
riculum.

3. Establish plans for achieving what is desired by (1) selecting
and organizing materials 'and other resources; (2) modifying
and developing the.teaching-learning experiences; and (3),iden-
tifying theimplethentatatn and staff development needs.

4. Evaluate the science curriculum by determining what is to be
evaluated and how and when the evaluation will be made..

Status of the Current Science Curriculum
To develop a new science curriculum, -one first must learn the

status of current programs.' The existing programs must be assessed
thotoughly by the instructional staff through 'contacts with other
teachers, administrators, support personnel, students, parents, and
school board members. Cooperation from all participants and
effective communication are especially important to this assess-
ment. Also, the entire process of assessment is made easier if
timelines are established to indicate when program and student
evaluations will occur.

Performing an Assessment
. Numerous components-for a science curriculum must be con-

sidered in an assessment. The checklist shown in Figure 1 can serve
as a guide to obtaining information on the major components; it
can be modified or expanded by the User.

Establishing Prioriti
When, the assessment datad have been .gathered and analyzed,

`critical priorities can be identified. These can become the base
planning goalsAhat will direct further science programming, and

- .development.. The. individuals involved in science curriculum
development and decision making muse continually assess the
processes by which Curriculum priorities are established. The data,
from the assessment can be synthesized into several Ivels of
priorities: critical, important, and desirable. A science curriculum
cannot be developed without regard for the entire school curric-
ulum, and a balanced school curriculum includes science instruc-
tion.

Priorities may continue to change because of changing circum-
- stances, but the critical priorities,] serve as strands for the science

planning process.
Many different strategies can be used to develop ea new science'

program or to redesign an existing one. The determination of what
is desired is based on analyzed data gathered in the assessment and
on the philosophy, goals, and objectives established by the cur-
riculum deSigners. The general organization, scope and sequence,

4,Thos 23
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and some learning activities are also included in what is desired;
but for plans to become operational, priorities-have to be deter
mined. The priorities that are decided upon become the focal point
for achieving what is desired. The decision of whether to create,
adopt, or adapt science curricula requires' knowledge of what
choices are available. Curriculum decision makers have the respon-
sibility to provide the psythological and.technical suppoit that is
needed to implement the curriculuim

. Areas to check Current .- Desired

Learner .

chievetnew of science education goals:
Scientific attitudes. interests, and attitudes toward

science
Thinking processes
Manipulative and cOmmunicativ skills

- Science knowledge (content)
Cultural. community background
Llinguag background

_

.

,...,

.

4,-

Current Science Program
Current written and operational sc-ienee curriculum
Teaching-learning environment (See Chapter 4.)
Location of science program in school
Organisation for instruction (self-contained. team teach-
ing. and the like) 1

. %

Time spent in preparing for and instructing in science
Instructing techniques
Sufdent grouping patterns
Pmcesses for evaluating learners.and the science program

. Legat.- restrictions (aninfals. safety regulations. and the
like) . ,

,

.

-

-

3

Instructional Staff .

Ara attitudes and interests
.

Staff skills and talents (administrative. classroom. and
nonclassioom) .

Staff processes (group communication. decision making.
and school clitmite) -

. .

.
.

,

.

.

Resources for Science -

(Avciiiabiiity of :Ccienc'e personnel . .
.

Science equipment and instructional materials
Science faciliiis (classrooms. labs. library, and the like) el,
Consultants' - ,

Mone ,-

.

Community
...,. .._ .
Attitudes toward,the school...and science program
Interest and support ,

Attendance at school functionS and activities
Alonetarv..-tnaterials-service support .

-

4

.Fig; 1. SCience cuirifulum assessment checklist



Determination of What Is Desired
in the Curriculum

When the current science curriculum has been assessed and the
priorities have been identified, curriculum designers must formu-
late their goals and objectives and preview the available instruc-
tional materials in science. The preview process and visitations to
schools with exemplary science programs should aid the school
staff in determining what is desired and what chariges need to be
made.

Formulating Goals and Objectives

Th6 priorities identified as a result of the analysis of the infor-
mation gathered from the assessment become the planning goals.
For example, the data gathered might indicate there is no formal
assessment of the learners at certain grade levels regarding achieve-
ment of the science program 'goals and objectives. A critical
planning goal then would be the development of an assessment
program to measure the achievement of the goals established for
the science program.

Other. planning goals and objectives are related to identified
priority areas. Examples of identified priorities might be staff
development activities, facility improvement, support for the sci-
ence program, or community involvement; The goals and objec-
tives should be formalized on the basis of the actual priorities that
have been identified in the needs assessment of each district or
school. In this process, the ultimate science program will reflect
input from the local schools and community.

Identifying mid Previewing Programs and Materials

Because of the plethora of science progranis, textbooks, and
instructional materials available today, the school staff must set up
a preview process. Visitations to exemplary science programs in
other schools or school districts would be rewarding. County, state,
and science teacher organizations can provide valuable informa-
tion. Cai-e should be given to the selection of materials so that all
the sciences-are covered. The preview process should provide the
planning group with data .that can be used in the decision -making
process. The.type of science program desiredwhether text, te*t-
activity oriented, or process ,oriented can be decided upon. The
organization of the Content, the instructional materials needed,
and the supporting resources must then be planned. If a new
curriculum is created, schools might be selected to pilot all or part
of the program. This procedure can be used to evaluate the
appropriateness of the program for the school Population.

OS
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Determining Organization, Scope, and Sequence

In this document curriculum has been defined in its broadest
terms. Therefore, the organization, scope, and sequence of science
curricula incorporate more than the traditional listing of science
content. The science curriculum that follows the goals and objec-
tives set forth in Chapter 3 includes the development of scientific
attitudes, thinking processes, manipulative- and communicative
skills, and scientific'knowledge. The wide acceptance of the impor-
tance of these'goals for science education has resulted in changes in
three curriculum considerations:, the development of differing'
curriculudi organizational patterns; an increased scope of science ,
content beyond the traditional biological, physical, 'earth, and
'space sciences; and a variety of learning sequences. These changes
have been recommended in curricula such as those sponsoted by
the National Science'Foundation and by several publishers. Cur-
riculuin designers should supplement the following discussion by
further study of current science curricula and by the use of science
curriculum specialists. The need 'for this is emphasi,zed by new
developments in both science and education.

Organization. Science curricula generally have reflected an ern
phasis ion facts, with content topics serving as the usual orga7
nizational pattern. Such content organization still can be used, but
other modes of organization (e.g., process, attitude, skill of delivery
system; and conceptual scheme) are commorily,advocated. How the \
curriculum is organized reflects the background and experience of
the developers. For example, a powerful mode of organization for ,
science curriculum content is one based on a conceptual Organiia-
Lion of knowledge such as that presented in Appendix A. Other

e conceptual organizations have been developed by competent scieri-
tists such as those who developed App'endix. A, which incor-
porates these generalizations.

In a conceptual organization of knowledge., scientgi inforrna-
. tion is brought togethei in broadgeneralizatio spthitt errelate
the many specifft facts and principles of a sciences.
Conceptual organizations can be used to face th inter-

-disciplinary and intradisciplinary studies. Student gain great7
er meaning and underslanding froth such studies. A . concep-
ttial ofganizatioruolthe knowledge of science is vital to all levels of -

..sttnce and education because it is more stable than one based on '
ever-increasing and constantly changing facts or on nonrelalid
topics.

Science curriculu' m developer hould be aware that, if- cAcept,
generalizations are used as ciculum organizers, for -coritent,7
appropriate learning activities that illustrate the cc kept. need to
be determined and specified for each grade level 'and /or' science
course. Conceptual learning in science a factor. in the

23



mentation of any science curriculum and is not dependent only on
a

organizing the curriculum by concept. .
Science processes may form another organizational basis. for a

written -curriculum: One National Science Foundation - project
gave preeminence to scientific processes as a science curriculum/
organizer. Schopl districts' may devise their own process, curricu-
lum or adopt one that is already developed and tested. To devise a
new process 'curriculum, die designers must specify illustrative
activities.

Scientific attitudes are contrived as major organizers in some
science curricula. Current national and scientific concerns-and
social concerns related to science can form the basis for curricula.
Science activities or short courses that are popular with students
and tkiat build positive scientific attitudes may form still:another .

organsfational basis for curricula. -

Other rganizational methods may invoLve contemporary educa-
tion ivery systems such as learning centers and- individual or

up laboratory modules and media. Developmental or hierar-
chical _designs also may serve as patterns for curriculum organiza-
tion.

An historical organization may be used.to emphasize the growth
of scientific knowledge curriculum and the relationship of science
to other was of the curriculum,

The goals for science education as stated in Chapter 3 also ma
be used as part of an organizational theme around which a
curriculum may be written, but whichever organizer is used foi the
written science curriculum, all the othet organizers-will affect the
written and -taught science curriculum.

Care should be taken to see that the _basic learning theories-
-associated with a particular curriculum organizational pattern are
compatible with those of the school, its staff, and the community.
Changesain /organizational patterns should be encouraged if the
chanses help improve student learning in science.

Scope. °The broad natural curiosity of children delineates cibe
scope of a science curriculum that encompasses the univehe. In
recent years curriculum designs have been expanded to include an
array of .emphases based on student and national.iYiterests or on the
mole realistic involvement of students in problem solving and in
sciencerrelated issues in such areas as economics and laW. Creative
designs have been built upOn many of the 'following topics:.
environmental studies that may range from endangered animal
species to problems of increased human 'population and energy
and water, conservation; bioengineering;, energy source studies that
explore the power possibilities of the sun, wind, and tide; geology
studies involving theories of plateqectonics and earthquake predic7
dons; space science activities, including space probes, the prOba-..
bility of other life, and space technology; engineering; -rneteoro-

4
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.5 , ' 1.
logical studies in which satellite data and other references are used
in the examination of world climated; ceanographiG studies of the
California coastline and its develOprnent; behavioral studies
designed to help individuals better u' erstand themselves and
others; and combined physiological, psy hological, apcb-social
studies dealing with such topics as birth, ging, and death.

The science curriculum for kindergarten and grades orre
through twelve should provide, opportunities foi>all students io
pursue.; interests in a variety of sciences iat,each 'level. Provisions
also should be made for. advanced learning in each of the sciences,

1Sequence_ Many sequences may be folicl.w.ed in -developing a
science curriculum. Little more than tradition -justifies .most of
today's science curriculum sequences. Various science topics, con-
cepts, and'courses have been propOsed as the most simple or basic;
but, for ex-ample, some controversy still exists as to 'whether fa re-
quire chemistry before biology. .,

- If students are to be presented- with concrete.and familiar ideas as
a basis for learriing abstract concepts, the teacher must sequence
their experiences accordingly. But seciuences ar arbitrary and may
not fit individual students_ What is necessary for students is a-
,consistency in- sequencing,' following any organizational basis but
making adequate provisi_on for recycling ideas for _those students

- who-, enter the established sequerre'at different places. Students--. who ne d additional help in -understanding or who wish more
experie. ce should- then be given more opportunities. Students are
viable resources and should be c9nulted in determining the
sequences as well as determining-what can and should be included
in the curriculum. , 4

Plans for -Achieving What. Is-41esired
--When, curriculum desires are to be developed & existing science

programs are to be modified, planners shOuld consider the various
sources of curriculum design, e.g., the state framework and d4strict
and school curriculum guides_ The Science Framework forali-
fornia Public Scliools provides a broad base fr9m w4lch all levels2..
of curriculum design can be developed; courses of study prepared
by offices of county superintendents of _schools provide greater
specificity; school' district courses-of-silidy or curriculum guides
and school-level curriculum programs further increase the speci-
ficity; and, finally, classroorn.-level instructional objectives are
directed toward more specific learning experiences in science..

The science:program planning process referred to earlier in this
chapter can be used by curriculum designers to develop plans for
achieving what is wanted in new science pro ms_ The cyclical
and ongoing process may be visualized as wn in Figure 2_

z
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Selecting and Organizing Instructional Materials

Instructional materials in science, including equipment and
supplies as welf1§ print and media materials; should beselected to
facilitate achievement of science curricufarn goals and objectives
and to provide variety and motivation for the learner. The use of
good instructional Materials increases sensory stimulation for the
learners, givingthera greater access to phenomena unavailable in
the classroom. ,

As variety of 'science materials' can be used to give learners
practice in scientific inquiry. Teachers also can evaluate learning
in different ways; for example,, in laboratory seminars. More
sophisticated equipment such as computers can make learning
relevant and can give valuable experience for figure careers.

Care must be taken, however, so that the materials do not
become the curriculum. Science experiences outside the classroom

%

should be provided. Extracurricular activities such as partici-
pationpation in science clues and fairs should be included in the learning_
program.

In.California, science materials are state-adopted onlylor kinder-
garten and grades 'one through eight. Materials for grade nine
through twelve should, however, satisfy tie criteria used by /he.
evaluators of materials used in the lower grades. (See Appendix 13,)
The prolifeiation of science materials makes the Selection process
difficult and time consuming.

District boards and administrators should give priority to the
development of policies and .procedures for setting up local
tion commitOs and provide members withsufficient released time
(and a tiniline) in which to make careful selections...§dence. .

material selection committees should include individuals who
- have an interest and a background in science. Students, school.

,--, .... . board representgrites, administrators, support staff, and members.

- . ....
4 Ai. No, . - & & OR of the community shbuld be asked to provide input.to the commit-, 4.. ',G wo - 4 4a ; -.4, 0 k.0 a & - - & 4 tees. ., , _

... ,. ill .4. Before selecting any instructional materials, members of the
. curriculum and science selection committees should db the follow-

ing: '
)

1. Become familiar with the Spence Framework and the criteria
derived from it..--These criteria shbuld help rnerhbers of district
committees develop their own criteria for selecting materials. -..

(See Appendix B.) '- .
.2. Review county' and district course's of study and guides for

science instruction. , . , .
3. Study district statements of philosophy and goals, clata from

local needs surveys, organizational patterns, and teac'her state-
7ments concerning the science objectives for which individual

teachers agree to assume responsibility.
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4. .eview recent titerature.on science. education, to becomeme aware.
.

of. .current trends and practicei. . .

5. Develop a criterion checklist for systematic local selection,
replacement, and storage of instructional materials in science.

6. Obtain evaluation data 14,evant to checklist, items from the
California State Department of Education's Instructional Mati-
rials Selection Guide-:Science (kindergarten and grades one
through eight);- reviews and articles from science education
journals-and other professional sources (kindergarten and grad
one through twelve); science conference proceedings and pub
Ushers' displays; Educational Products Information Exchange
(EPIE)-. reports; producers' brochures and .catalogs; and users
evaluations. .. ,

.7. Conduct an inventory of, science materials and facilities that
currently are available in the district to determine their condi,-
tion and to ascertain whether they meet new criteria and- can
still., be used.

S. Use collected data to eliminate hose science materials that do
not meet locally developed criteria.

9_ Examine and evaluate state-adopted and ot er science materials
that seem to meet local criteria and rate these.materialsin.terMs
of each criterion::
Before making any determination in regard to the programs or

, materials to. be adopted or modified, members of. the selection
-2 committee should consider the following:-

Grade level match-
Compatibility 'with district and/or schbol goals aid objectives
Adaptability to existing program

` Type Of class, Organizations and schedules indicated
' 'Instructional approaches to be used by the staff

Student 'interest and motivation
Parent/comtnunity involvement and needed support
Personnel requirements, incl*ling support from classified
staffs for secretarial, recordkeeping, and clean-up 'as-sistance-.

. Printed materials and science supplies
Space requirements for students and materials
Laboratory hardwai-e and other equipMent a.

Reordering pro&dures and' time lag
Formal and informal evaluations of the prograin and Materials
Start-up and continuing costs _

Benefits to students, teachers, an,d the community

Modifying and Developing tearning 'Experiences
ScienceVearning experience& in the classroom have always stressed

student participation in labOratory work and other activities. Out-
side the classroom, learning experiences have, gone beyond the
confineS of the. school to situations where students at all levels



11.

,,,,, 'are involved in science data 'gathering; problem ,sol, ham, 40/
ducting research, and working on science- related jobs ift" `4 e,
munity: . V°

in= /'The learning activities as well as the topics in cure ti,j1/
curricula aim toward attitudes which reflect science i,- e -of
humane manner. Fieople who are concerned about °;:. 'A.>,,k1116'

energy resources should reaLiZe the need for developitThf,:i4/
attitudes toward science as well as exercising rational `txV''
. 0111,4 ylThosewho are developing today's science curricula s0 oci I,/
the integration of science all aspects of fife. Many stof ')`t ,,/
preparing for careers and learning the importance ----"'elif
courses in: many occupations not related to, science. 0 pf-/- . ILA el 1. ell_

-,..e it). ytt ,to experience different science-related careers need to w- .1 e

in the science curricula. .
Vd

Identifying Implementation and Staff nevelt°pole° Neje ''``. p.

it Is //
. Once the organization, scope, sequence, and, mate.1111, yet
lected, implementatiOn becOmes the most-critical part of .1",-,e,;(.'/ `
curriculum design process. Unless the learners actual". '''11,0'-fig/(Itconsistently involved with sequential and meaningful 5:- kl,\:PAci

._periences, both in and out of the. classroom, the sciencec;ff'i ..

Will be nothing more than a serieA of meaninglesS staterfl'. s. ev'te -.

teachers handbook. , . Ad k kl 0
Implementation .'rids- -'TheThe dtaff must become involv-u,t, ,,e 7/1'

new curriculum can be imPlemented.- The tines of cornille-,:kijoti-
must be.open among teachers at each grade level, betorAPI .."(Yi

levels, and between schools. In the'secondary sch oI spe altr
I must be made t o o pen the lines of .communication bets ktfocii,

ers and counselorS. Counselors sometimes. can d eat e.kC
science planning by predetermining asSignment to 0 , _c ,ew % 1).e(j/

tdio °I.k, keryprograms. School districts must also provide for cons that iji/munication between the various organizational level elett\ 0,,No science curriculum program can be adequately,i arlciv /until consistent processes for communicating, planning' d ,...td/sion making are stablished. See Appendix C for 0 ', 0 ,
1/41.° '/- \x.making diagrata.). 1 ,

.i.

thetaScience ?s&a, natural motivator for the. learner. At the G' e fl
i, level science- topics c-4n be integrated easilyv..witb other 6 .p'i. co A'

areas: The 'processes of, science (obServing,-- classifyit?O' ):' f
- Cis VIinferences,- or n-leaSuring)= are applicable -to. all -subje.44 k 064/diStricts often, incorporate science into the reading IA ' eo1 I V/rnaties activities at the elementary' and intermediate sal .t -1. ,,15/

EffOrts'curreml are being made in secOindaryIslograrillis,- 1Q-,
. rritatidiscip' iinary apprO*frk. across itie boundaries q all ° `-%'kPei

-..to achieve the objective4- 0-f- more than one discipline-de kin
Strong interdisciplinarric-ulum offerings can be tv) ei,

between the science departnient and _Other' content -area' \)13,
A51
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inconlpete teacher. Being a successful teacher of sc ience requiies /

a knowledge of science and they learner,4a command of scientific

techniques, an, appropriate sense °Eche purpose and roleof science,

and a desire for continuing self-improvement..
Teachers themselves must acquire particular competencies if

they are to develop them in their students. Teachers first. must

acquire scientific attitudA, thinking processes, skills, and knowl-

edge. They also must be competent in the social sciepces, in the

arts and humanities, and in the use of the.English language. These

and other competencies can be achieved-only if teachers are given

opportunities far self-evaluation and self-improvement. (See Appen-.

dix D.) Competencies can be achieved through various types-of

inservice experiences. A checklist of specific competencies,designed

to give individual teachers an insight Ito areas, that might need

upgrading, is presented in. Appendix,D. The following experiences

can- help members of the staff improve, their competencies.

_Staff Development Experiences That
Lead to Improved Campetencies.

..................................

......................... , .... ..................

........ Teiaiers can improve their competencies bY partitiPatiiig in'the

following activities; .

Special events scheduled for teachers to hear outstanding speak-

erst to obserie demonitrations, to become acquaintedWith new

materials and equipthent, atd4o discuss special problems or

needs. One should realize, "however, that isolated events have

little long-term effect withOirt some follow-up. ,

Inservice programs of specified duration withqualified leaders to

accomplish certain, specific objectives. Such programs are effec-

tive only. if the activities require real involvement of the partici-.

pants andi if' a close relatiOnship exists among the acuities
undertaken to meet the stated `objectives.
On-the-job e293erience in thec.la:ssroom where the teacher tests

and evaluates the new materials and teChniques. Many of the

instructional materialsand techniques have first been observed

b.y the teacher at workshops and conferences;
Fo al.Courses conducted by .colleges and, universities for up-

dam and -chin the competencies of.scienceteaChers.,These

cou he epare the. teacher, to {lead the students into

special areas. .

Advanced research arthe college or university leVel; in indutrial
laboratories; or in public,-p4vate, and goiernmentil agencies.

This can inyol,ve field work in various scientific disciplines. It

alsocan provi4 excellent opportunities for developing the skills,

attitudes, and approaCheS needed in science instruction.

t
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Evaluation of the Evolving Science Curriculum

The science:cuniculum;-,4,uld be undergoing evaluation through
out the design, "develp.' ; and iniplenaentation phases. The
curriculum is'evaluat the goals and objectives,- for degree
of reasonableness: ;Th test of the curriculum is in the
achievement of the the community. Parents. or
teachers may feel. coinfor e and satisrred iiith a curriculum- that ..
is inadequate for the progress of piday's, student; therefore, like the
planning 'phase, the evaluation phase of a science - curriculum
design should-, be a joint 'effort of rriariy individuals. Formative
evaluation, that which is'accompfished during the planning and
implementation phases, is essential.

-Student achievement instruments such as standardized tests,
attitude assessment scales, and task performance devices can be
used to 'gather basic data. All available data must be analyzedand
eyaluatd&in terms pf a priori criteria that follow logically from the
framework goals and objectives of the new science curriculum.

Other less quantitative and more subjective analys'es may be used.
to examine the human interactions that occurred during the
developnitrit and implementation phases of the design: Comments
and views -of' various individuals can serve as indicators of the
extent to which the design 'has contributed to the overall benefit of
the students, teachers, parents,- a9,0 administrators. Less stan-
dardized evaluation devices are aveable through the U.S. Office of
Education and- the National Science Teachers Association.

The writing of a summatiye evaluation of the curriculum should be
scheduled at regular' intervals to determine needed" major shifts in
goals or objectives, in materials, or in the science curriculum itself.
This written evaluation should include not only perceptiqns and
progress of the students but lalso th4 of the teachers Ind the
sapiiort staff (including administratois). Factors such as facili-
tks usage, equipment availability, materials effectiveness, and
parent and public acceptance also should be included in the
evaluation. .Evidence of aPositive evaluation can be obtained in
many, ways. By their participatio)3 in tbe various activities, the
Students will be expressing their attitudes toward the science
program. Tht success of the science curriculum will depend upon
the, contribution made by each, district einployee and by each
student. ,

7
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Chapteri

Goctls
and

Objectives

Human beings need hot be
driven to i.xplore,11/4? think, 40
learn, to dream, to seek out

.problems for solution; they are
intrinsically constituted to do
just thii. The learner is not -only
a ploblem-solving and stimulus-
reducing organism but also a
problem-finding and stimulus-
seeking organism.

J. W.
"bna of the Classroom and

Visions of the Israeners." in
Learning Environments, edited
by Thomas G. David and Ben-
jamin D. Wright. page 10

Copyright 1974, 1975 by the Uni-
versity of Chicago

J

6-77108

f

Instructional goals re general statements that define the desired
ends of education; electives are more speCific statements of the
steps involved in reaching these goals: In this. chapter goals and
olAjectives convey the intent of the science curriculum for kinder-
garten and grades one through twelve, .

The relative impoitance given .to particular goals and objectives
may vary in accordance with different philosophical positions.
Care must be 41c,en,. however, not to stress any one goal to the
'neglect of othefskAll.of thegoals.are interrelated, and each reflects
a necessary aspect of scientific literacy. Continual reassessment is
necessary to ensure that each goal is consistent with changes in \
cultural values; societal problems, the needs of learners, and the
current status of science.

The goals for science instruction are described under the follow-
ing categories: (1) achieving scientific' attitudes; (2) achieving
rational and creative thinking processes; (3) achieving manipula- .

tive and communicative skills; and (4) achieving scientific knowl,
'edge. -

The learner's terminal objectives for each ,of the four categories
are shown on charts I through 4.. Terminal objectives are broad
statements of.. instructional -intent for the total science program
(kindergarten and grades -one through twelve). Such objectives
usually are stated by program developers and by other groups
concerned with the outcomes of-the total science curriculum. In
addition, some examples of, learner haviors 'that are related to
levels' of learner development have n identified for eat ter-
.minal objective. These examples are indicators of the ex cted
level of ,competency for the majority of sudents at particular grade"
levels, in California's public schoQls:

25
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Chart

1
Attainment

of Positive Attitudes
. Toward Science

Goal: To develop values, aspirations, and
attitudes that promote the individual's
personal involvement with the environ-
ment and society .

The learner's attitudes will determine- what
he or she will do 'autonomously, without
extrinsic motivation, as a result of science in-
struttion. Because positive attitudes toward
science and learning are prerequisite to
effective learning in other goal areas, this goal
area should be considered first.

The terminal objectives presented in C16.rt.1
define how a learner might behave as he or she.
perceives the scientist's "rules of the game,"
establishes the personal and social relevance of
what has been learned about scAce and
scientists, and enjoys learning about science. ;

The grade levels indicate where the behavior
is most likely to be observed. The broken
lines indicate th,t the specific behavior may
be evident before this level is reached and
should continue &ough grade twelve.

26 )

Terminal objective

The learner:
) ° e

l! Shows-curiosity abotit -objects and events.

2. Shows an awareness of and responds in a
- positive manner to beauty and orderliness in

the environment.

.

3. Appleciates and respects all living organisms
(inclu"dink self) and their place in the environ-
ment.

4. Takes an active role in solving social prob-e
lems related to science 14 technology.

_ .

5. t treighs alternative -scientific, economic, psy-
.

chological, or social fa:ctors- when consider -'
ing possible resolutions to some problems...

40.



,Examples of
learper behaviors

- Approximate grade level where
behavior is usdally, observed

.
The learner:
'Finds pleasure in u familiar objects and events.
Shows ,a willing s to examine. and organize .'
objects and eventga:ethe envirimment.
Speculates aboq perties of stibtan.ces that are
not testable with/461s own resources.

. %

Expresses consciousness .and/Or pleasure in color,
fOrm,, texture, arrangement, or design of 'objects

- .In the environment.
Respands-in a positive Manner to color, for

texture, arrangement, and the design of objects
the environment.

-'Searches. for and reports. evidence Of o der. and
. _

symmetry when observing and investigau o'ne's
environment:

Shows respect for tli,proper care of all 7

organisms.p-
-.Accepts responsibility for'thecare of Jiving Organ-

isms .in natural and artificial )environments. -
' Appreciates both, the. interdependence of. living

, orpinisms in the natural environment and the
-implications of that interdependence for their eon-
tinued survival.

Ilr'a9tices conservation in use of food, energy, and
materials; -e.g., avoids wasting paper.

'Expresses an opinion .on a social issue.g., land
use, alternative energy sources), using knoWledge
of science and technolOgy to support his; 'or Fier
opinion. .

Seeks to influence the views and behaviors -of
others with respect to conservation, environmen-
tal problem< energy use, population control,
public health, and .other social issues related to

. science or technology.

iRecognzes the alternative factors to be consid-
ered twhen examining possible resolutions.

Values the alternative scientific, economic, psy-
chological, or social factors when considering:
some problems.

'Deliberately examines alternative poiniof.view
on scientific issues before forming opinions about-
them.'

K 1
K

2 .3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 10" 11 12
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Cart 1 (Continued)
Teiminal objectiVe.

The learher:
6. Organizes and repbrts the results of scientific

investigations in an honestlnd objective man -
ni_- ,
:

.7!

7. Shows a willih ess to subject data end ideas.
to the critic of peers.

al*

8. Has a critical; questioning attitude toward
inferences, hypotheks, and theories.

a

9. Habitually applies rational and creative think-
s" irk processes 'when trying to find relatioh-

, >

ships among seemingly unrelated phenomena
and when seeking solutions to' problems.

10. Gives attention to-and values science as an
erideavor of human beings, from all' racial,..-
ethnic, and cultural groups,. .

28

.

1.1.- Considers , science-related careers and makes
realistic decisions about preparing for such
careers, taking into account -the abilities, inter-
ests, and, pteparation required.
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Examples
learner behaviors

iThe learner: k ,
-,_ Shows a willingness, to log °illy those data he or

she actually has gathered. --

.Forms Opinions only after seeking a variety .of
data and ideas.
Assumes responsibility for reporting results incan
honest and 'objective manna.

Readily admitS own -mistakes upon becOrning
aware of them.
Shows, a viNingness to 11 en critically to ex-
planations- of others.
Poigts out te 'limitations of one's own data.

-Lists to thei. ideas of others.
%Shows a willingness to respond to contradictions

between. data:and- theory.
-*Tests theories that do nonsupport his or her olA;n-

theories. ' ,
-

Spontaneously attempts to describe, an object or
event that has attracted his or her attention.

.

Siiows a willingness to loOk kir problems and to
note discrepancies:
Applies science prObieriri-solving techniques in a
nonschool situation; e.g., diagnosing what is cauS;

-ing a car's engine ..to malfunction.,

ChoOses to gather information: and report on the
scientific ...cOjitiillutions of ;other: cultures:
Statcs- that race, seis,' 6r nationality should no_ t

'constitute a birrier to .scientific study.
!Values the scientific contributions of human beings
from various cultural groups.

Shoi,$/s respect for the many science-related careers of
people in 'Our society.
Values the abilities, interests, and preparation
reqUired for a science- related career.

'Assumes responsibility for making a realistic deci-
sion about the pursuit of a science-related career.

Q

Approximate grade level where
behavior is usually obierved

K 1, 2 4 5

4

6--

0 11 12

"-9 7

9
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:Chart

Attainment
-of Rational

'and Creative
Thinking Processes.

ti

Goal: To develop and. apply rational and cre-
ative thinking processes.

. The term thinking processes, as defined
here, refers to the cognitive processes involved
in scientific inquiry as well as ihose processes
that are basic to, all rational thinking: Such
processes as observing, measuring, comparing,

egid c/gsifying lead to more sophisticated
prOce.n` es :such' as- irifeiring, generalizing, and
theorizing..

A major goal of science, education is to.
have learners use these processes in a cyclical
manner moving from the generation of
through the building of -hypotheses,. to the)
application -and evaluaticin' of data and-
pracedUres.

When the. data` generated by an experiMent,.
pr9ve to be consistent with "an hypothesis, the
,hypothesis is supportea."

th
..Soe of the thinking processes- in which

the.learner engages during science experiences.
"are presented in Chart 2. The chart lakes into
account the developmenta1.16els of students.

. and thus provides a rationale for structuring
learning.aCtivities ..propriate grade levels:

The selected. e ples describe only a few,
of the countlesi w ys in which learners may
show that they ar,Pthihking rationally.. Even
from this sparse mpling, howevrr, one can
easilysily see that t e ability to engage in these
processes is, ulative 'in nature. AlthOugh
the ability evaluate a situation critically
may not d velop until early adolescence, all
the proce es requisite to judging..(including
observatio -and recall), stay with the learifer
as part of of her total thinking processes.

'30
OP

Terminal objective

The learner:
1. Devslops ability to generate data by observing,

remiling, -recognizing, identifying, and.mea-,
toah suring.

2.' Develops ability, to 'organize data by compar-
ing; ordering, classifying; and relating. -

3. Develops ability to- apply and evaluate data
and generate theories by hypothesizing, 'pre-
dIcting, inferring, ,generalizing, theorizing, ex-
plaining, justifying, and judging.

.14. Uses data-generating and theory-building pro-
cesses in a cyclic manner to solve a problem;
i.e., participates in scientific inquiry for the
appropriate level.,

'r4



Examples of .

learner behaviors
'- Approximate grade ,level where

behavior is usually observed

The learner: K I 2 3 4- 5

Examines objects-Carefully, using a combinatiOn
of senses to collect and process data, deriving
meaning from the. observation; and sees the need
to-:use simple instruments, such as hand lerises to
aid the senses in making observations.

. Determines the need.,to 'repeat observations as 'a
meads .of improving' reliability; decides to use
measurement as a means to. improve -observations;
and identifies changes in properties and rates of
change.
Differentiates constants &Om variables and iden-
lilies correlational changei and variableS.

Perceives similarities and differences in a set of 1

objects and separates a set into groups according
to a, single characteristic such as size, shape, or
color.

. DeVelops arbitrary classification systems wherein
objects can be put into mutually exclusive. care-
gories, and uses' quantitative measurement 'as a'
criterion for. giouping.
Groups, on the *basis of a continuous variable;
develops a classification sYstem consisting of tWo

or more stages or subsets with mutually exclusive
categories; and uses.. an .lacceptedfclassification
system to key or identify objects orhenomena.

,, Identifies statements or data that haVe no direct(.
relationship to the spill/ion of a specific problem
and identifies contradictions within the data.

.
Examines environmental issues; pointing out con-
.tradictions and discrepancies in the positions of .

various groups; 'and gatherS data" to form own
pigt of view to resolve any earlier contradic- (

dons_ .°

8 9 10 11 12

. 1

6

8 -1

_?. Defines, aproblem related to a disc-repant event. 5

Identifies data needed to test an' hypothesis; designs
an experiment to generate the data; records and
organizes data; and evaluates the hypothesis in
light of the new data..

6

9-

31



of Manipulative
and Communicative

Sid Ils In Science
.Tp develop fululamintal the
manipulation of materials and -equip -
ment; in the care and handling of living ,

organisms; and in the collection,
organtza. bon' communication of
scientific informa

Many different skills are needed when a
learner employs his or her thinking processes
to develop a conceptual understanding of the
natural 'environment. The learner gathers
information by observing, manipulating mate-
rials and equipment, reading, communicating,
using meaNdng instruments, and handling
living organisms: His or fier-ziguistic
mathematical, graphical, and to la kills. are
used w record and organize infortion. A
major -goal' of science education. is to provide
opportunities for each learner to ,develoP and
UseThis of her manipulative and communi-
cative skills. . . °

Many. areas of -the .Curriculum are .

related with. the learning of 'skills that are
critical to science education. 'Reading,_ writing,
speaking, and listening skills are all basic to
the coAtnnziication needs of science students. .

, Many of the skills; included in Chart 3 are
common 'across a broad spectrum, of occupa-
dons. Accountants, salespersons, bankers, engi=
neers, social sdentists,, physicians, nurses, and
scientists must be able to obtain; record, profess,

. interpret, and report information, and to :

ir communicate ideas in a dear, convincing'
. manner, Thus, this skills goal is not only
critical to science education, but it is also
-important in' the development of competencies
that are required fOr- effeftive citizenship.

32

The learner:
1. Assembles and uses laboratory appar1.114

and materials in a skillful manner,
attention to accident 'prevention.

Terminal' objective

2. Demonstrates proper techniques for kliq
.

kfv
- and caring for living organisms..

fivR
3. Gatheis the descriptie and quantira,;"

mation needed' for developing or te.fmv't
ences and 14potlieses by making

a0objective observations of things
Vi°

4. Gathers. needed. information, .41

generated by others, from a variety °.
xW

5. Records observations accurately and
data and ideas in ways that enhance
fulness.

1,tk,./
05"

6. CoMmunicates with, others (orally 2P:th
ing) in a manner that is consistent vil,n Y's111.4/

edge'.of scientific conventions,- and
.reads

1,1
the learning of the listeners or

Oki7. Uses the International System of ' t-%

metric -system effectively..
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Chart 3 (Continued)

34

.

Terminal, objective

The learner:
7. Uses the International System of Units (SI)

metric systerneffectively (continued).

;.e

7

8. Applies appropriate mathematical concepts
and skills in interpreting data and solving
problems. /

Als



'0.

pies of
earner behaviors.

The learne9
Measures linear distances using a metric ruler,
and uses /balance to determine the mass of
objects. /

.Measures volume of liquids in a graduated cylin-
der marked in millilitres.

-CalculateS rates (speed, flOw, and the like) from
data

/
Fin mean (avers median, and modes of a
; .

series of measurements.
Uses powers :cif ten (exponential notation) to
express very large or Very small numbers.
Determines degree of -precision of measurements .

and quantities derived from measurements.
/

!Uses/ calculators and computers to advantage in
/.4 manipulating data and solving problems.

.

beeik,:"=i

166...--714-rmitsfSPIM,1111te.:

Approximate grade level where
behavior is usvally'observed*

K 1 2 (3 5 6

To.

3--

6

9 -10(11 12
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Attainment\
of Sden,tific.
Knovirlge

. Goal: - To develop kn.() ledge of processes, facts,
principles, generalizations, and applica-
tiOns7-the products .4 scienceand
encourage their use in the interpretation ,

of the natural environment

The acquisition of organized knowledge is a
long-range goal of science and science educa-

. tion. When the learner is able to understand
different contributing' fads, unifying prind-
pies; and r$evant processes, then he or. she
begins to know what organized knowledge is.

Some nowledge.will be acquired as ,a by-
product of instruction intended -to develop
attitudes; skills, and thinking processes. Other,
knoWledge, especially at the secondary school
level where content inforniation becomes
increasingly ;prominent, is a deliberate objec-
tive of instruction- At all levels the knowledge
goal must be in balance with and consistent

` with the other goals of science education.
Four typekOf knowledge ran be highlighted as

components of this goal;
1. Knowledge that enables the learner to ver;

balize the thinking processes and skills of
science. EximPles of, learner behaviors' .

related to.the acquisition of knowledge area
included fn. Chart 4 under Objective 1.

2. Knowledge that includes the content, basic
concepts, and structure of the.major
ciplines in science (e.g., physics, biology,

.and astronomy). Statements of the content,
and major concepts and structure of a
given disciplineare readily available else -
where. Examples of learner behaviors
:related to the major disciplines ,are
included under. Objective 2.

36

Terminal objective

The learner:
1. Demonstrates knowledge of the:processes of

scientific inquiry. .

2. Demonstrates knowledge. of the content of the
major scientific disciplines.

I

:,

50



Examples of
learner behaviors

Approximate grade level where.
**behavior is us.ually Observed

The learner: -
.

*Distinguishes- between the process of <trial and
error. and ,a more controlled investigation.

Matches narnes.of various proces'ses and products
Of scientific inquiry_ with examples; e.g., data,
theory, experiment, and inference.
Criticizes a scientific investigation, pointing out
the procedural steps that have been omitted or
-inadequately performed.

Astronomy-.,

IdentifieS the 'planets in the ar system;

Recognizes that, the motion and pathof celestial
bodies are predictable.

Identifies the regular movements of the earth and
moon. ,

Biology
Identifles anedescribes living things that grow
and dev,elop in different' environments.

Recognizes that the capture of radiant energy by
green plants is basic to the growth and main-

of living things.
Recognizes that a living thing is a product of its.
heredity and environment.

Chemistry
.

'Recognizes that matter exists as solid, liquid, or
gas.

Demonstrates.that in clymical or physical changes
the total amount of-matter remains unchanged.

Recognizes that in -nuclear. reactions a loss of .

Matter is a gain in energy and the sum of matter
and energy remains constant.

Geology
Recognizes that the earth is constantly changing.
Recognizes that rocks contain one or more kinds
of minerals.

Recognizes that volcandes chsange the earth's sur-
-face by building mountains.

1 .2 4 5. .6' 7t 8 9 10 11' 12
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-Chart 4 (Contiued) .

3. Knowledge that is composed of broad
generalizations that interrelate the many
facts, concepts, and principles of all the
sciences. These concepts are basic to many
disciplines. Examples of these broad
generalizations are given in Appendix A,
and examples of learner behaviors related
to them are included. under Objective 3.

4. Knowledge of how science and technology
affect society. This concept of knowledge is
relevant to the needs of the learner.
Examples of learner behaviors are included
under objectives 4 through 8.

38.

D

,Terminal objective

The I e*ier:
2. Demonstrates knowledge of t k content of the

major scientific disciplines (continued).

3. Demonstrates understanding of some basic
generalizations, relationships, and principles
applicable to all the sciences.

-9
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Examples of
learner behaviors

The learner:
Physics

Cognizes that energy must 'be applied to ptO-'
duce an unbalanced force, resulting in motion or
change in motion.

'Demonstrates that the amount of energy a-machine -

produces does not exceed the energy consumed.
Remonstrates the relationship between magne-
tism and electricity:

Approximate grade level where
behavior. is usually observed

The folloultag are examples of learne&behav:
iors related to major Conceptual organizations of

--scientific knowledge. A more complete discus-
sion of these -conceptual organizations isc'pre-,
sented in Appendix A.

A., Most. events in nature' occur in a. predic-
.

waunderstandable in terms of a
cause-and-effect relationship; natural laws
are universal and are demonstrable through- -
out time and space.

The learner _

Identifies simple cause-and-effect relatiorf-
ships; e.g., an object becont hch -when it is
held over a flame.
Uses a complex cauSe-dnd-effeCt relation7
ship to A prediction; 'e.g., by -using
data on relau e tions of the sun and
moon at: sari us ti es of the month, the
learner can redact when the highest and
lowest tides will occur.

'Exi5lains the.nature of a statistical predic-
tion involving many individual events of
low - actability; radioactive decay.or
Po

B. Fra es of reference for size, position, time,
and orlon in space are relative, not. absolute.

- 2

8 - 1'1

4

lam growth.

onstrates knowledge of SI metric system
units and ho/ they are used.
Explains why a beam balance will give
identical results on the earth and moon and
why a spring scale will riot.

10.

5

10

39



Chart 4 (Continued)

.(

.- The learner:
3. demonstrates understanding ofsome basic

eralizatious, relationships, and printipleap,-4
plicable tg all the sciences (coininued): -*

40 y.



Examples of
-r - learner behaviors

4-
C. Matter is .composed of palticles which are in

constant motion.

The learner:
Describes changes that ,take place as heat is
applied to an ice rube and-then to water until
it boils.
Explains., the changes that occur as heat is
applied to an ice cube (using ideas of moving
molecules, attractive forces, and relative dis-
tances between molecules).

Describr, with the use of models, how prop:,
oerties f elements are related to the 'structure
of the r atoms.

D. Energy exists in a variety of convertible
forms.
Recognizes that fuels are hurried to generat
electricity, heat homes, prepare meals, an
the like.
Identifies examples of the various forms
energy, including kinetic, potential, mechan-
ical; heat: chemical, electrical, radiant, and
nuclear energy.;
Designs and constructs a' device involving at
least four separate' energy transformations.

E. Matter and energy are manifestations of al
single entity; their sum in a closed system is
constant.
Recognizes that, in a closed system, no appre-
ciable mass' is gained or lost,in phase changes
or chemical reactions.
Describes, using appropriate equati nu-
cleat' transformation that results c ver,
sion of mass to energy.

. Through classification lystems,, scientists
bring, order and unity .e,apparently dis-.

Similar anI diVerse -natural phenomena.
Identifies pairs of Objects with similar char-

.._

acteristics.
. Describes 'the "rule" characteristic, Or. system
:of classification used to sort a group Of mis-
cellaheous oblecti.

Nit

8-77108

Approximate grade level where
behavior is 'usually observed

K

6

7 8 9 10''11 l2t

9

11

8

10

A

o. e."
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Examples of `,
learner behaviors

J
The learner:

Develops and applies a dichotomous key CO
classify. an assortment of plants;
Names the major groups within a plant and
animal taxonomy (e.g., phyla).
Recognizes that classification systems (e.g.,
plant and animal taxonomy and the periodic
table of elements) are made by human beings
for the use of humaii beings.

Approximate grade levels where -

behavior is usually observed

1'
G. Living organisms have universal properties.

Matches pictures of animal parents and off-
spring.
Observes and describes qualit* and q uan-
titative ways in which individuals ijn a spe-
des vary.

= Writes a thoughtfUl essay on the topic, :Is
Organism a DNA1Molecule'S Way of Making
Another DNA Molecule?".
Cites major processes and assumpti ons re-
lated to Darwinian evolution,

H. Units of matter interact.
, .

z.

H-1. The bares of 'all' interactions are
, ..magnetic, gravitational, and'_nucle& force s

whose 'fields' extend beyond, the vicinity of
their. origins,. -

isredictS..theraction of a magnet with.
7.. various objects. .

Explains the functions4 erran electrokope `,
using- the concept of repulsion of like .

charges.
-Using laws of gravitation, explains why a.
person "Weigh's" leis 'on the moon than on
the earth. .

Explains .how chemical, bonds between atoms ,
.result from electrical attraction between nu-
clef and electrons.

H-2. Interdependence and interaction with the en-
. vironment are universal relationships.

Matches major organs- and systems of: the
human body with their functions.

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10,11 12

7.

.

K

3

10

10

2

11

4-3
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Chart 4'(Contipued)
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Terminal objective

The' learner:
3; Demonstrates understanding of some basic

generalizations, relatissnships, and principles
applicable to all the sciences (continued).

°

O

4. Demonstrates knowledge of relationship be-
tween science and society.

5. Demo
ree
car

strates knowledge of science-related ca-
and the preparation 'needed for such

ers.

6.. Demonstrates knowledge of the contributions
, to science and technology made by men and

,women of various races and nationalities., -



Examples of
learner behaviors

The learner:
Names and describes, in sequence, the pro-
cesses of the water cycle.

'Identifies the major links 'in a food web.
Describes the effects of human activity on a
particular environment and vice'. versa.

H-3. Interaction and reorganization of 'units* of
matter are,always associated with changes in
energy.

'Predicts what will happen when a piece of
wood is placed on a fire.

Givei examples of exothermit'and endother-
mic chemical reactions.
'Traces the energy flout in an ecosystem.
'Describes ways in which an organism, to
maintain its complex structure, must utilize
ene*y and create -disorder (increase enitropy).,
in its surroundings.

'Gives examples of ways 'in Which the use of
-scientific knowledge, has agected society.
'Describes aspects of a society that tend to
encourage or inhibit the advance of science.

Identifies types oldata that should be col-
. lected and used 'in deciding clp the ideal
.1t;cation for a park, factory, or apartment
building; and in predicting the consequences.
of locating same in various places.'

'Compares the work done by people in dif-
ferent occupations, including one involving
sciences

'Identities ways inwhich ca:re-ers such as en-
gineering, medicine, chemistry, or agricul-
ture are related to science:

Names science-related careers that hl or.she
might consider and describes preparation
needed for such careers.

Matches sigrlificant discoveries to persons *who

made the discoveries.
.

"Relates' time and place of im ortant advances'
in science and technolcigy .tirpreValent con-
ditions and contemporary events.

- 6

Approximate grade level where
behavior is usually observed

K I g 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.,10 11 12'

4

'K

K.

59

1

L

10

10

5

9

10

9

7
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'Chart-4 (Continued)

6

t.

Terminal objectives

The learner:
6. Demonstrates knowledge of the contributions

science and technology made by men and'
women of various races and nationalities
(continued).

7.,Demonstrates. knowledge of the relationship
of science to other areas of human,endeavor
(e.g., art, history, and government)..

8. Demonstrates knowledge of the Ways in.which
attitudes, thinking processes, and skills can be
coupled with content knowledge and used in
personal decision making.



' Examples of
learner behayiors

The learner:
Deseribes instances in which a' major scien-
tific or technological advance has been based
on the work of persons of several races and/
or nationalities.

Compares a variety of artwork possible using
only naturally occurring media with other
artwork created using synthetic materials.

'Creates materials to produce artwork.
'Describes how modern dating techniques con-
tribute to knowledge of earlier civilizations.

1

Given a. list of foods, identifies items that
would constitute a nutritious, balanced meal.

Given manufacturer's literature and consu-
mer, research data; selects an item for pur-
chase (e.g.; bicycle, dishwasher, or car).
Uses data .from scientific investigations to
present a position on a political issue.

Approximate gradeevel where
behavior is usually observed

K 3 4 5

3

8 9 10 11 12

9.

.1

8

10
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Use of GOils and Objectives in
Planning and Evaluating

Each of theteaching behaviors and evaluative techniques Pre-
sented in the following chapter needs to be considered in .light of
its ectiveness in assisting the learner0 move toward the goals
and objectiyes. The diversity of objectives dearly demands a diver-
sity ,of skills and strategies on the part of the .teacher.

A lesson that seeks to helpthe learner apprexiate andrespect all
living organisms,and their place in the environment and develop
techniques for handling and caring for living organisms in a
proper manner requires a different approach than a lesson that is
aimed at 'getting learntrs to demon§trate their awareness of pro-
cesses of scientific inquiry. Both arenecessaiy. The evaluation of a ,
teacher's effectiveness (including his or heiself-evaluation ofleffec-,,
tiveness) should deliberately be planned and conducted so, as to
assess effectiveness in the four major goal areas.

A course of study that was developed as.part of acooperative 50-
county project is avayable from the office of any county super-
intendent of schools./

Planning and Evaluating the Curriculum

,..,':- . The goals and objectives are of major irnporlince in the develop-
,

'inent of curriculum . and the selection of instructional materials.
.., .

(This is. discussed in detail in Chapter 2.) Everyesson or,segment.
1 of the, science curriculum should be designed with some of. the1' z.''

-w
': . objectives in mind (and. should not work counter, to the achieve-

mentof any.Of the objectives), and the total science_curriculum for .:
each student should be directed toward all the objectives. The use

.,- of these objectives as a checklist in- analyzing the. present cur--
ricalum may reveal deficiencies that should be corrected when a,
new curriculum is being planned. Evaluation of learner pfogreSS
must be made insall of the Coin- goal. areas; otherwise, teachers and
learners will begin Co 'concentrate heavily on the areas that are
assessed, and the' program Will . become, unbalanced-

48

Evaluating . Learner; Achievement

The sample learner behaviori presented here may serve as a
guide to teachers and students in defining the additional behaviors
they hope will result from the -learning process; however, no
attempt. should be Made to. predetermine all the Outcomes of
learning in specific: behavioral terms. More importantly both
teachers and learners should become sensitive to and value a wide
variety of behaviors.

The goals and objectives also can be used in the development of
graduation requirenrits based on broad interrelationships rather



sl?

than on Bourse outlines. For instance, a science program might be
concerned with the relationships between matter and energy in
biological and physical systems.

Science location and . the Community
Science education does not function in a' societal vfc'utini. The

perceptions and interests of members of the school community can \
have great impact on science programs at all grade levels. Public \
information programs should be used to stimulate awareness of,
and interest in, science education. Active community involvement
in science instructional programs shotld be encouraged because
education is both a function and a responsibility of the total
community.

The school community consists' of all those who will benefit
from the science, program: students, parents, people in industry
and lab6r, and concerned individuals. It also includes those persons
who are charged with the responsibility for such instruction:
teachers, administrators, counselors, paraprofessionals, volunteers,
and members of the support staff. Each of these individuals
should obtain specific information about the bask goals and direc-
tioni of science, education. School administrators can shape and
give direction to these prograMs by prOviding a comprehensive
two-way communication process.

='1,,r _

t
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. Learning Environment for Science Instruction
The learning environment for science is the sewi

process that leads toward student achievement of
and objectives. It includes the teaaer, the stude
setting, and the instructional strategiesithat are use

forthe entire
esired goals
the physical

to accomplish
desired result's that can be measured. .(See*Figure 3.)

TheTeacher in the Educational Process
The prime ingredient in any learning erivironment is the teacher. A

hig egree of freedom normally exists fcir the teacher to use his or
her ow teaching style to bring about the desired student achieve-,
ments In science.

INSTRUCTIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

OF SCIENCE .

Fig. 3. Learning environment for science instruction



One myth of contemporary edu-
. cation is that'most 'l Earning
:.. takes place in a classroom and

depends upon the physical pres-
ence of a teacher, printed tekf,
books, and "proper motivation."
But it is possible to distingtiish
between learning environments
which are characterized by a
profusion of interesting, novel,
and useful.'o'bjects designed to be
manipulated; sinelled, measured,.
and arrangedand the typical
American classroom, which is
intended as a teaching environ7

-'rr.tent.

RObert Sommer'. and Franklin
Becker

"Learning Outside the Class-
room," in Learning Environ-
ments. edited by Thomas G.
David and Benjamin D. Wright,
Page 75

Copyright 1979, 1975 by the Uni-
versity of Chicago
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Teacher training, district staffing patterns, and school ofganiza-
don are important factors- to be considered in determining what is
the most effective teaching style for a particular system, school; or
cFaisroom. Teachers tend to . teach as they have i been taught.
Elementary schetiol teachers historically have acquired a general
education while attaining their teaching credentials. Secondary
school science teachers have received much of their formal educa-
tion in the academic disciplines of science and mathematic's. The
emphasis of instruction at the elementary school' level has been to
attain a basic education 'to enhance the well-being of the indi-

. vidual, while' at the secondary school level the emphasis has been
to master the discipline. Academicians in the past have relied' on
the lecture technique as a preferred teaching style to impart- the
content of a discipline.

Teachers requqe extensive study in the field of education to vary
their teaching styles., Group -.4tivates and individu-alized ap-
proaches require differenilea,ther skills than does lecturing.,Indi-
vidualization of instruction ts-an instructional strategy that r&.
quires ,the teacher to maintainba- teaching style of serving as. a
manager of students and materials to deal with the wide variety of
problems that confront students when they must assume some
responsibility for the education they seek.

Varied teaching styles can be used to give, learners interesting
.

experiences 'in science if 'the school has either self-contained class-
rooms or open-space learning areas and if teachers are alloWed to
use flexible staffing patterns

Preservice preparation. Creative presery ice preparation of the
potential teacher and the continuing process of updating and .--
refining competen4e ence instruction throughout the teacher's. .

career are importa ''1* ors that contribute to the creation of an
exciting environme -learning science.

Because teachers o are inclined to teach a subject in much the
same manner as they were taught, some of their collegiate science
experiences must be consistent with the types of science curricula
onsidered most_ appropriate for learners. Codrse content coverage

must also be 'tailored to the prospective needs of tke teacher. In
many instances breadth of) coverage is of greater importance than
depth of coverage. Science must be taught- as a creative human
endeavor, utilizing processes, skills, and content that can be apprb-
priately applied to other areas of knowledge and, most impor-
tantly, to solving the problems encountered in daily living:.,

Staff development. School district administrators, county super-
intendepts- of. schools, and university 'directors bear the major
responsibility for giving teathers and other members of the school's
staff opportunities to .iniprOve their competencies. Some sugges-
tions'fOr implementing staff development.are the following:.

Through the 'cooperative efforts of all ecl.cational personnel
(administrators, supervisoks,. and .instructors) Within a school

66
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.district, determine staff science knowledge as well as instruc-
tional needs. Asiessment of needs should include the deter-
mination of the instructional behaviors teachers ate currently
using. One sh+tiuld identify the disparity between current sci-
ence teaching methods and the methods required to achieve
the goals of science stated in this framework.
Provide school staffs with various sources of science informa-
tion (e.g., newsletters, bulletins, progress reports, periodicals,
and journals) for their continuing education.
Plan and conduCt both long-term and short-term programs
that include: alternative a6ivities designed to improve com-,
petencies in science curriculum and instruction.
Capitalize on available- resources in the community, and co-
operate with other agencies that sponsor programs for improv-
,ing the effectiveness of science instruction.
Provide released time for professional growth activities.

School districts should be able to assess their: staff development
efforts. A data 'analysis sheet, an example of which is shown in
Appendix E, may be used in such an assessment.

The Student as the Center of Attention

Students need z..to be provided a science education that*is con-
sistent witl their needs and desires and also with society's wish
that they function as scientifically literate citizens.

Group instruction 'traditionally has met the gbals' Of both the
teacher and student with varying degrees of success: Individualized
instruction provides a structure and allows autonomy for the
ktudent to determine activities to be pursifed-in achieving, the goals
and Objectives of the teacher and studeht..The most fully developed
individualized program would perovide a rich learning enviroh-
ment from which the'student could select activities to achieve his
or he goals and objectives. -

To individualize science 'teaching: the :teacher must provide
students with experiences and activities that have personal mean-
ing aid are at the same time scientifically accurate.,the ultimate
goal of indiyidualized learning, then, is a self-motivated learner
who is inteiesied in science and is capable of making rational
decisions concerning science.

While educators have attempted to 'meet the individual needs of
students, they also have realized that the range of individual.
differences is extremely broad.

Many individuals in the school population are being labeled
exceptional students. The thin exceptional refers to a significant
number of learners who, for a variety of reasons, require other than
routine curricular treatment. The term includes individuals cur-
rently classified, as (1) mentally gifted minors (MGM); (2) bilingual-
bicultural learners;, and (3) students with a variety of physical;
emotional, or learning impairments.

4
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Supplemental funding has. been available to lOcal school
4

tricts through the California State Department of Education fronti.:.,
federal funds, and racist school districts have taken advantage °r .
this source,of funding to augment their regular curricular offer-
ings in all subject matter disciplines, including science. The .1:
programs-tend to stress activities leading to a high level of indi
vidualization and are often-interdisciplinary.

- The highly motivatedan'd talented high school science student
can study college-level biology, chemistry, or physics by partieipaf-

. ing inihe College Entrance Examination Board's Advanced Place-.
merit Program., College credit is given,. if the student successfully.
passes an examination offered lay the Educational Testing Service:t
In mime school districts ,advanced high school students' cat enroll
Parttirne in.econimunity college courses.

In California schools Many students have 'a primary language
that is other than English. Until recently little afttention- was s
directed to sikh students, but some science materials now are avail-;
able in Spanish. Additional instructional materials arpneeded in
languages other 'than English. =

'Science materials for Visually handicaPped students have been
developed in recent, years. These materialsinvdIve extensive'liands
on" experiences that rely on senses.other thtin sight to provide the
experiential base's for cOtept development.' In oimilar fashion

.c.:;idaptations,of science exPriences have been developed for students
with hearing impairments and for those with .a variety of atTier
physical disabilities that' make acquisition of motor skills difficult'
or impossible (e.g.:, :individuals: with' cerebral, palsy, paralysis,
specific dyslexia, and the like).. These student: require Modified
apparatus and apProacheS' tha( ire designed to allow:them to
cothpensate for these -disabilities. Various mearis:of warking with
handicapped students are available.

Other individuals haw-learning dysfundionsattributable Co a
variety of inherent, culttiral,.oP emotional causes that are qualita-
tive, rather than.merely quantitative, in nature. For such learners
more is"required than merely to slow down and thustalce longer to
"cover" the science concepts. Rather, special materials, proceeding
from a learning philosophy that acknowledges this distinction, are
required, and some preliminary efforts have been made 'in thiS
direction.

.

Each4earner has different abilities. Efforts should be made to
meet each., learner's needs to attain a science education .com-
mensurate with his or her mental and -physical abilities.

The Plitysic_al Setting

The physical resources 'of the entire school plant and the com-
munity should be taken into consideration in planning,the science

'Additional informatism may be requesiedilrom.Educational Testing ServiL-eiM. Box
1025, Berkeley, CA 94701: A
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structional prograra..ffIre otki-mamphySical setting for science,
instiuctio rovides for the flexible:use of facilities fdr large- group

instruction,' laboratory iVitTes,.-outdoofexper7
derapnitrations,' audiovisual pre ntakioa*'' seilli"Ilar, and
Ual project sTrk.. . . .

seflacilities. The ,change,in-m sispha in science instructiop
m t -presentation of factual -information to the learning of ,;-

principles ;and concepts .through inVolverent .in -laboraivry_ane
multimedia experiences has had a profound _impact onAffecrjiysi-

'11 cal facilities 'required .for science instruction. IrnpleinentatiOn of
the various elementary science programs may not requireelaborate
laboratory facilities; however, tables- are necessary and sink -is .

- hiehlp desirable, Secondary school., facilities must safely and effi-
ciently accommodate complex laboratory procedures that involve
the use of Volatile and fla :LC - ,_e liquids or corrosive-chemicals: : 4

Facilities torag . . , and replacement of these- ,
materials.also shou c carefully --nned and utilized,- in -accord--
ance with local and tate 'safety- regulations and requirements.

Science learning Centers or resource rooms .can be used to pro-
'Vide for individual student needs. 'Tfig Akure of these facilities
poul?d differ somewhat -beiWeen the elementary and secondary
levels;-however, a table, storage spate, and---a sink.should be made
'available to provide i,pr individual and small-grdup laboratory
activities.. The students -also wilt need a variety of 'materials,
equipraent,. and reference books.

; A fencaf outdoor environmental study area with a, southern
exposure can be an excellent resource for an .elementary school
.plant or, secondary, science facility. A small, shallow pond can be
-used. for observing plant and animal development and for provid-
ing live specimens for classroom use. A gaidening.or plantinE area
should be included. A greenhouse can also be a,valuable instruc-
tio,hal resource.

Use of sutIplie. s andlq ipmeni. The changes in emphaSis in
science instruction require the careful selection and management -,,..:.:-,--,,.

materialS:Allowing for "hands. on expeiiences requires: wide -; 1:1--i,F,'-','

variety of-supplies and equipment that must be readily available in i.-
.,, ..,.

adequate supply, and in good condition. These materials Usually..
- - -, rvtrf ;
are purchased as corn etc -kits. Frequently, at the lecOndary level,

,basic equipment and ply items- are purchased for use by several
departments, and speciidizt;7d-iaterials are acquired as necessary .
for the individual programs: '' .

Many supplies for science experiences can bepbtained at no cost
)by using, items that are available in 'the schgol .or in the home.

-Because science learning reqt4r;ei students to work With equip-
them, safety precautions are e.-ntial. Teachers should examine
and use the equipmenfand materials to check out possible haiSids,
organize the -classroom to facilitate supervision, limit the group

,
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. .

site ind,specific activities; and, allow suffiCiint ti ottcr each activity.
Special consideration should be given:-to requ ing'the use of safety

.or, goggles whenever 'thustiei abrasiv oroffierwise. clan-
gerous materials aft tu'be used. If the f4dliti or equipment ate'
not appfopriate for certain activities, the activities should not be
allowed.

Before Tequiring activities with plant's, the teacher should defer-
mine whether any student is allergic to certain flowers or. molds.

The' care gnd Use of animals in the instructional program must
conform with loialsehool policy. and with the California Educa-:

etion Code: Section 51540 (formerly Section 10401) of the code states
that live animals must be housed and cared tor in a humane and
safe manner.- They must -not be experimentally medicated, drugged;
or treated iu a manner that Would-cause pain.:'

Iristructinal Strategies for Achieving
Scidire Goals and Objectives tf

Science instruction Must involve: (1) the nature of the subject
area to be learned; (2) the goalS and objectives fOr the' subject; and
(8) knowledge of instructional strategies that facilitate learning.
Withcrut a reasonable balaw among these aspects; the instruc-
tional . goals wi14 not be,realized.

The purpose ilia fi-ameworleii not to present an endless array
of learning theories:Its p4poseis to provide basic considerations
for teaching science, considerations that are derived from several
different theories, each of which is it4ortant,in planning science
instruction. ,

All learning theories imply that learning moves from thela'mil-
iar to the um/am-ajar. Human thought progresses from hazy, vague
ideas about objects and events to - notions that are more clear:and.:
distinct. Thus, what is spatially near is more effectively intrOduced
before that which is spatially distant. A Tangible idea shd d be
presented before an intangible one The present is best stdidied _

beidre the remote past.' In science instruction the concreteobServ- '
able, and reproducible events serve as a data base for concept
formation. At the same time, they offer posSibilities for creativity
and jagirtation. S.

,

, Instructional stlirtZgies.:encompass the action plans that teachers
Igenerally use to elicit, observe, ant evaluate student behavior Ots

related tp long-range, goals and objectives). Teachers use tech, '
niques and Select-learning'activities thaf are consistent with each,,
Strategy and that are related to the attainment of specific learning
objectives.

InStructional strategies and techniques are derived-from what is
wn about teaching- arning theOrie :methodologies ,that

aye: been determine to be appropria e learritriestyles of
different stddents. Strategies and tech" 'vary within each goal

'' ti
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/and obiective, with each teachezioand with each learner or gr-oup of
, learners. ' . . .- - , 1 . ,.

The different kinds of learning must of necessitiy work together:.
The achievement .of the 'objeekiveS.in-the. rajatsal. thinkihk goal,
for example,, aepends' to 'sortie degree .upon manipulative and
coi:9.municative skilli: and upon knoWledie. Thedeveloriinenl. of
.positive attitudes toward science depends upon ,the exereise of
rational thinking processes and the acqiiiiition of skills and.knowl-

...edge. '. . . . ., ',

Instniction ..of Positive Avitudes Towara Science
' Goal:' To ,develop values, rations, and,atti-

tudes that pro to ersonalinvolve-

n.

ment of the ind with `the environ-
ment and ;ace

4 Positive attitudes toward learning and science are a prerequisite .

io the effective attainment of other goals in scienCe. Such attitudes
are more-likely to be acquired when learners hold positive attitudes .

toward themselves, relate their- own choices to :thc4e made, by
persons .they seek to emulate, experience success in applying
scientific thinking and skills, and understand the relevancy of
science to their own lives and life-styles.

The following instructional ideas may be useful in developini
positive scientific attitudes.

Instructional' Ideas That Facilitate the Development of
Positive Attitudes Toward Science VO

Teachers can help develop positive attitudes toward science by
doing the following: .

Provide opportunities for sty' dent; to interact with individuals
who derive satisfaction from scientific activitiesand modes of
thought.- , 0

- ,

Determine the values acid interests of each studeiusso that
instruction can be built upon the student's life baserand upon
his or her curiosity about the world.

r

:-\ Be continually alert to opportunities that provide a .itiotiva,
tiOnal. basis for science instruction.
Design science insiruction'titat provides successful experiences
from the earliest grades onward.
Help each student develop' a positive' attitude toward-himself
or herselfa prerequisite to developing -positive attitldq
ward science.
Establish an environthent.that insiudeS a Ivaiity.ofiritereSting
experiences and opportunities to:eiplOre, gar data, examine
alternatives, and. stimulate curiosity:

.
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Instruction -of. Rational and Creative Thinking Processe0
Goal:' To develdp and apply 'rational and crew-

the thinking processes'-
-Educational theorists and practitioners ate not in agreement on

the most appropriate. method of achieving the ability to think.
rationally -ancl-creativy. Each of the followink instructional ideas,
which were derived from current schools of thought, his had
success with some students. .

Instructional Ideas That Facilitate the Development of
Rational Thinking Processes ,

c,

Teachers'can help develop rational thinking processes by doing
, the following: ..

Create classroom situations' in which each student can partici-
e in a scientific irivestigation;a situation involving, the use

of sore c inquiry to solve a pro.blem.-For instance, a stu en
con Fronted with a discrepant event could propose explabatory
hypotheses; test thine hypotheses experimentall*, diaw con;
clnsioni, and make piedicitons from the results.
Giadually 'introduce increasingly-'complex and prOgressively
less-structured problem situations.

a.s much as possiblz, on-prior learning of simple inquiry
processes. SOme theorisfiAlold that to perform the more corn-.
plex thought processes, -one must have gained competency in
performingsimpler processes.(sizda as observing events, clai-
sifying collected .information,.' and quantifying data). Others
find, that ihese.siniple processes are more effectively learned by
some students when they must attain these- competencies in
order to find. 'their own solutions and explanations for the
problems ,and- events they encounter. :

* Provide 'experiences that parallel tho-se of .the scientists by
making 'available investigations involving phenomena,.. con-
cepts, and facts abtxt which students have already acquired
some relevant knoaedge;
Start with a complex problem-that the learner cannot -resolve
unless he or she has additional knowledge and skills. Proceed
to break. it into smaller compoitent probleins that can he
investigated and resolved'. Thinking processes and knowledge'
thus can be developed systematically Di) the point where the
student can handle the larger problem;
Encourage studentsto define their own problems, obtain and
process data, verify -their hypotheses, and derive "alternative
explanations of objects and events that otccur in the universe.
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histruction of Manipulative and Com!nunicative
:in nice .

Goal: "To develop, fundamental skills in the
manipulation of matiriols and equip-
ment; iii-the care arid handling of liVirig-

einaii.the collection, organi-
.- zation; and .communication "of scientific,

informatioh
Students yenOrally can acquire a skill most effective].

taught at.a time when. it contributes to the attainment: 1.11 other,

goals or `Mare -c-orhplex Skilli, whether communicative or
-Manipulative, are best learned-in the environment in which. they

, S.

Fe used. .

Because the reading-skills of-some students are far.below grade-
level expectations, techniques- for assessing the reading levels of
students and printed materials are included in-this'frarnework. (See
'Appendix

The following' instructional, ideas may be uteful.in developing
kills in science.

,.. Instructional Ideas. That 'Facilitate the
Developnietit of Skills in Science

Teachers can help develop skills in science b;doing the follow-
g:m

Arrange skill development so .that it is gradual and sequential.
Demonstrate the skills that e students are to practice.; This

.:fai,:iiiiiies the Mastery. of ,la ra tory. skills. .. :. ,

Have a variety of resourCes. a able for student exploration
and. use. : . (----

Encourage interactions between students to develop manipula-
tive and communicative skills.' ,

Create situationSwhere learners aremotivated to acquire the
skills needed to reach a goal; i.e., solve a relevant problem. ,

Devise and provide opportunities for students to share science
idea and experiences. outside' the classroom.,
Help leainers attain the highest ltael.,of skill competency=by .-
showing them how to develop * manipulative and com- .

municative skills needed in independent investigations.

2
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Instruction of Scientific Knowledge
Goal: To develop knowledge of proces,se..t facts,

principles, generalizations, and applica-.
tirms=the products' ofscience= Ord
encourage their in tke interpretation
of the natural eriiironrnent

'4; 7'.; 'SE

f.

The'-knoWledge of 'science and 'related, subjects- incarporaies
'personal experiences, facts, concepts, principleit . and gentrali-
zati,s.. Various methods and techniques tan be. uF4 to impart:
factual knowledge. The following irfstructronal4cleas"wgre deiiPed-
from theories of concept formation and were, selected for their
relevance to science instruction. The ides should be useful at all
grade levels.. .

Instructional Ideas That Facilitate the
Acquisition of Scientific KnoWledge

Teithers can help- learners acquire scientific knowledge by doing
the following:..

Select a .sequence of learning experiences that will help the
studentproceetainni simple to more complex concepts. Generally
speaking, shi:de...concepts are those that (1) are the matt,
familiar' and concrete; (2) have the most easily defined proPei.-.
ties; (3) area most closely- related to known concepts; and :Or
require the,studenti to process the least possible information,
at each -learning-attempt. .

Introduce ; students to. a variety of situations involving thee
same concept: Conceptual system's are built as the learners
see connections 'and interrelationships ,developing from one
situation to the 'next.
Provide students with experiences or scientific data that, con-
flict with their-present conceptual comprehension of a familiar
object or. event. This will stimulate inquiry and lead to a
broader or deeper conceptual iunderstanding.
Devise or 'have the learners devise:a technique that highlights
the relevant, characteristics in examples of concept application. .

Simplified \diagranis, models, and cuing devices areall helpful
in alerting students-to significant aspects of the stimuli used in
categorization; -

Provide experiences that help learners synthesize their
knowlidge of related concepts into a broader concept, generali-
zation, or principle.
Encourage students to use . their Conceptual knowledge to
explain observations of objects and events in their daily lives.-



Eyaluation .:Technliciu8 for
Determining Student Progress in Science .

'Evaluation, which is a continual, ongoing prOcess, ust be
clearly`; linked with the education-al goals and 'objectives. -The
amain impliCation: of these goalS and'objeCtives for ei",aluatiO of
-learner achievement may be summed u in the terms 'variety and

ISfo one or two techniques, however effective, can suffie,
to assess learner growth toward the attitudes, .thinking processes,
skillS," and-knowledge defined here.. The techniquesused in teachd-

.- ingitoward (andevaluating attainment of) a giveri objective shoul
.

be consistent with-Those used in fulf g other educational, objec-
tives. The various techniques of evaluating student .prOgress are as
followS: .

I. Oliseri,atiOns, which can be made by teachers, 'students..
(observing other students or 'observing thernielves),8rin-
tipals,parentS, or other individuals, are important in evaluat-
ing progress toward- objectives. Observations. can be directed

"generally. when one is looking for eVidence. of learner atti-
that are revealed in spontaneous. situations. w ,here

learners--dO not feel that they are being tested or graded. In
:other: situations observations can be speeifically: directed:as
when-_one.is looking for proficiency in laboratory skily,-oral
communication., and the like.

2. :Discussions and interviews with students or parents' can be
valuable iii evaluating progresS in all four science goal area's.;
Tapes or notes can be helpful when the interviews and dis-
cussions are ,being analyzed: , .

QueStiordiaires Opinion. surireyS, and semantic differential
rating scale§ can be used to evaluate changes in learner
attitudes. Care should be taken to ensure that the learners
feel free to express their true feelingS; i.e., that they. do. not feel

'- pressured to respond in ways they think will be more acept-
able to teachers. .

4. Student projects, written and:oral reports, and responses to
essay-type test' questions can provide evidence' of progresS in
all four goal areas. This may,involve a projeCt for a science
class or the selection of a science-related topic for a paper or
project in an English, art, or. social' studies class.

5. Performance tests can used to evaluate manipulative skills:
Evaluation may be rby the teacher, other learner's, or the
individual involved. .

0

6. Objective tests are in diagnosing and evaluating the
growth of knowledge and the use of rational thinking processes.

7. Attendance records, transfer requests, and enrollment data
showing. the actual number of students ho avoid, taking
science courses can provide useful. in 'ghts-for 'evaluating
student attitudes and learning exper' nces.

an. 111.': ' .



Chart

3
Evaluating

the Achievement
of Oositive'Attitudes

Toward Sci ce ,

' 7 t.;.:

Goal:. To develop values, as rations, and atti-
: tucks that promotelhe individual's pei,

_ sbnalinvolvernent with the, environment
and society, .

The 'development of positive attitudes toward
tcience requires anfintegra ted relationship among
overall:gbats,-sPealiobjectives, 1 er behavior,
tegcbkr behaviors, and evalUati s of .student
progress.

The assessment of-attiiudes, to be honest_and
effectiye, must be separated from the system of
rewards (e.g., grades).

Terminal objectives for
presented

_attitude gqal de-
scribed in Chapter 3 are presented in Chart 5:

- Instructional ideas that can be used to achieve
each objective. are included on the chart, along
with suggestions for evaluating learner perfor-
mance.

Terminal objective

The. learner:*
,_

I. Shows curiosity' about bjects and events.

2. ShOws, an . alyareness.of an
'positive manner io beauty

., in the environment.

responds in a
nd orderliness

3: Appreciates gnd respects all livink argariiims.
(inCluding self) and intheir place i the envirori7.
ment.

-

4. Takes 'an active role in solving socigrprob-
lems related ti science and technology

5. Weighs alternative scientific, economic, pty-,2
chologicgl, or social factors. when consider-
ing possible resolutions to problems.



Evaluation techniques
(See page 61.)

Eitainples of leacher behaviors

The teacher:.

O
V

vi

0

Demonstrates' interest and, pleastire when con-.
fronted with unfamiliar objects and 1,-tenomena..

. ,

COnfronts learners with objects and ''events
Which to become interested.

Shares feelings of ppreciation for the a6stheti-
tally -pleasing. (e.g., organisms, color changes,
and crystal. formations).

Accepts d values feelings of aesthetic a,ppre
non pressed by leArners.

Handles living organisms carefully_
,.piscusses -with -clasS.the waysrof minimizing envi--
ionmental disruption on a field study.

Practices Conservation of energy and materials in-
the claiSroorn.

sr-

ibtMks divergent questions aimed at increasing the
learner's sensitivity to environmental. problerns.

0
; Encourages each learner to collectdata from many
.sources;_to form opinions, and to try to, influence
opinions of others about community problems in-.
volving science and technology.

Accepts learners' opinion's and values relating to
socially significant problems (e.g, overpopuia-
tidn and energy shortages)'.

Asks questions thaencourage consideratiott of
-\

. the economic MI:pact aproposed solutions to the
nergy crisis.



Chart 5 (Continued).

tThelearner:
6. Organizes and reports_ the results ofscientific

investigatiOns in an honest and objective man-

I

7::Shows a willingness to subject data andideas
to the critiCism of peers.

8. Has a critical, 4iiesticining Attitude .toward.1
inferences, ,hypotheses,. and theories.

9. Habitually.-applies rational and creative, think-
ing processes when 'trying to find relation-
ships among seemingly unrelated phenomena
and when seeking solations to problems:

di:Ves.:Attention to and values science as: an
endeaVo of human. beingi from all racial,
mimic, a ,611tural groups

,

11.. Considers sciencezrelated c n'd,-rnakei"
realistic decisions about prepan fOr' such

careers, taking: into account abilities, inter-
aidests, d -preparation required,

.4



The teacher:
Does not place undue emphasis on learner'sobtain
ing "correct" -or expected results 'in boraiory
investigations.

. Prov-ides,oPportunities for :class laboratcix-y data
to be-posted in a way that Permits discussion of
anomalous.results without subjecting learners to
embarrassment.

'Accepts- learner's criticisms of ideas, opiriions,
. and = interpretation` advanced- duri ,a discus-
-lion
..1Via4ltains..a0.atiriosphere in -lithich learnerkc.an

Criticize ideas.- without attacking -each
.

''Accepts the learner's.' critical, .qu''estioning
tude 'toward theories, even those widely accepted
by 'practicing scientists and even those the.teacher'-
may have come to regard as "truth."

'Encourages students to question what they read
and hear.

Examples of teacher. behaviOrs

,

Evaluation te.Chniques

0
V

L.

a rrp

0

V.:

AcCepts and encourages the learner's attempts to
apply thinking processes to a probleM/7 even
when they lead the learn r away from the 'right"
answer.
Is willing to admit not t derstanding a discrep-
ant event (e.g., "failure' of a demonstration);
seeks; explanations for What has been observed.

-Encourages female to consider entering
fields (e.g., engineering) traditionally stereotyped

k
as "male" activities.
Cites advances in science andiechnologry.prought
about by persons from various racial and ethnic:
groups.

... .

. ExPresses admiiation' for persons engaged in ..2(

r7-&actinience-related work that required exten-
. sive preparation. ;-

'Provides o rtunin j6r learner tO' interact
with pe engaged n: science-related careers.

.. ',

X

,:

S.

A

ti



Evaluating-
1

e Achie
of Ra

and Cue
Thinking Proce

P. Develops ability to generate data by observing,
recalling,...fetognizing, identifying,-and mea-
suring.

Goal: TO `develop and apply r
twe thinking processes

.-
EPticators frequently make distinctions_

ainong.attitudes, skills, content, and processes
when' they dekribe educational goals and
evaluate ..program results. Processes are an
iMportant Part of.- science education., When
making an investigatidn, the learner engages

. . ,

411,observation, measurement,:classification,
Other 'processes..:: .

The teninal objectives for the thinking
-.proOss,goal Presented in Chapterlarelisted
in CharrecInstrtictionar that f can be

...used o achieve each objective:-and suggestions
for measuriitg that atihievemerit are included,
in the 'c.hart.

. 7

-2. Develops ability to organize data by.cornpar-
anti relating.'

. Develops ability to apply. and evaluate data
"and generate theoriFs by-hypothesizing, pre-
dicting, inferring, generalizing, theorizing, "ex-_
plaining, jtistifying, and judging.

-

I

..

4. Uses data-generating- and theory-building pro-,
cesies: in a cyclic manner. to.olve -a,13r lern;

-i.e., paiticipatein scientifiC inquiry,ffo e
appropriate level.



'Evaluation' techniques.
(See page 61.) c.

sr

'Examples of teacher behaviori

1.

The teacher:

5
rd

U

C

11,

'Makes possible a variety of laborato invesciga-
tions and field, experiences.

Asks learners to report their observation .g.,
the characteristics of a rock or organim or the
flight of a paper airplane.
Provides opportunities for learners to match oral
or written descriptions with models, pictureA, or
specimens. of the objects described.

Asks. convergent questions to geinforce learning
of important facts..

Confronts learners with discrepant events (e.g.;
'owl pellets or pulse gl y;..encourages them to
ask questions and note 11 relationships to other

-.phenomena.
, .

Asks. learners to develop'schernes for order'ing or
- classifying various objects.
Suggests alternative explanations for a phenom-
enon; aski .,learners -' to evaluate "those explana-
tions in light of availlable data.

Calls upon learners t esi their hypdtheses ver-
bally and experimen ly.

Has-learners, when m ng a series of. measure-
. .

;-menu (such as tempe ture versus pressure of 4
gas), .try to predict resalts after the-first-three or
fonr.measurements are made.

<

Proviaes'opportutititiesAr leameis to paiticipate
in-research projects,. i J.:

r , ..

, ;1

Asks divernnt qu.estions.
TA!) . , ) . =

with
--

.Follco.v.ing an ;'inquiry leson, reviews with I ers ,
a tape, of flit discUssion, pointing opt sequences.
-of .,inquiry_proce-gses iised.4. , .
Calls upon` learners to describe and:evaluaie the

-

inquiry processes they use.

x .X



Evaluating
the Achiev'Tnent
of Skills in S nce

Goal: To develop fundamental' skilli in the .
manipulation of materials and equip- .
ment; in the care and handling of living,,
organisms; and in the collection, organi-
zation, and communication of scientific
information

To becorrie. successful scientists and citizens
Of the .community, learners must first_develop
their thanipulative and communicative skills.

The ,terminal objectives for the skills.,
tiresented in Chapter 3 are listed in Chart 7.

tEach: objective is accompanied by instructional
ideas and Suggestions for evaluating student
progfess.

The learner: '-
_ 1. AsserithIes and uses laboratory apparatus:

and materials in a skillful manner, givirig
attention to accident prevention.

Terminal objective

<

'2. Demonstrates proper techniques of handlin
and caring for. living organisms;

3. Gathers the descriptive and quantitative infoi--
Nmation needed for 'doveloping or testing infer-
ences and hypotheses by\inaking ,ptupose.ful,
objective observations of tangs and'events.-

athers needed information,. 'which has been
germ rated by-others,-from -a variety of sources.-



Ir

I

Examples of teacher behaviors

The reacher:
rovides small groups of learners with appro-
priate materials and, without giving further direc-

. tion; asks. each to make an electromagnet that
will pick up three paper clips.

Dernonstrates the assembly of an electromagnet.
(using dry cell, wires, nails; and the like); chal-,
lenges learners to make better ones.
cautions learners abOut the hazardS invOlved in a

aparsicular laboratory investigation; demonstrates .
ways t6 minimize them.
Demonstrates incorrect assembly or use of labora-

..- tory' equipment, inviting-, the class to critique.

!Keeps a Varlet); of living things in the classrobm.

-Assigns, -a rotating basis, specific respo5i,pil-
ides for the rare of,liVing things.r ,

'Arranges- for a :resource person from a nature
museum to demonstrate techniques of handling
and caring for anii aals. -

. Provides opptitunities for` learnersA make, record,
and. compare observations and measurements of

.organisms; cliemic4., reactions,- geologic .forma-
tions, phoiograptis and the like.
Has learners measure the period of a pendulum,
speculate about what could cause, the period to
change, and _manipulate' variables to test their
hypotheses. "

Makes a- variety,:of reference materials of varying X
difficulty accessible to learners: .

Arian4es' for learners to prepare f9r a tidepool
field study by coftsulting maps, tide tables; check-
lists of klants and,', animals likely to be f6tind,'`
weather forecasts, and the like:

Eyaluation techniques
(See page 61.)

.4

X

X

X X

Helps learners develop techniques of effective .

reading of kience textbooks and other materials.
(See Appendix F.) . .."'

,..,.

),

1 4r



Chart 7 (Continued)

c v .: . .7'

-''
-4; ' , i ".,

I* . L ., Aro

1.-
."...r

e learner:

5. Records observations accurately and -organizes
data and ideas in ways dial enhance their use-
fulness. .

6. municates with ofberS,.(orally and in writ-
,

ing) in a nianner iliac is consistent with a
k. knowledge of scientific conventions and that

ladlitates the leafning of the listenerS or readers.

7. Uses the International System of Units (SI)
metric system 'effectively..

.

8._ Applies appropriate mathematical concepts
and skills in interpreting data and solvi g
problems.



.Eicamples of teacher behaviors .

:-

Evaluation techniques

O

CP)

The teacher:
?Displays_sampls of accurate, well-organized obser--.
vation -records.

Provides histogram or graph to display results of
a class laboratory investigation and facilitate dis-
cussion -of variation and central tendency.

JP

.11 as ,learners graph plarit groWth, using strips of
..paper cut to length ofrplant

Provides- opportu ities for learners to make oral
reports on their in estigations and to respond to
questions and co ments.
Encourage,s learne to prepare science reports fo-
the school newspapet,or a local radio station.

Has-learnets make and calibrate their own metric
measuring instruments..
Uses metric system consistently in di ssing experi-
mental results and describing o ects and events.

Pr' °vides Multiple opportunities foi learners to
measure and make calculations using the metric
system.

Pro opportunities for learners to gather qu'anti-
tad data and make calculations of rates, averages,.
densities, and the like.,

Teaches and reinforces Mathematical, skills as
needed by. learners.

'Provides opportunities for learners to use calcu-
.itit and computers.

S

X X

A



,Evcduating
he Achieyement

of Scientific
Knowledge

Terminal objective

The learder: ,

I. Demonstrates knowledge of the processes of
scientific inquiry.

knowledge of processes, facts,
generalizations, and applica-

the,prpducts of icit7ic" eand eK
courage their ilk in. the interpretation of
the natural environment

SCience is as much an organised bOdy or
knowledge as a systern.or method of dis-

It consists of both Content (fact and
generalizations): and .methodrof "discOvery. I.n
the classroom discoveries (content knowledge)
;carihot be--separated from the, processes of,
investigation. nibs, instruction must include
content knowledge and the' methods of
obtaining', that knoWledge. ti

The terminal objectives far the knowledge
goal presented in Chapter 3 are 'listed in::Chart
8. Several instructional idea atd 'proceSses- or
evaluating ogress are provide!' fOr each
objective.

2.. Demonstrates knowledge of the content of the
major scientific subdisciplines..

Demonstrates understanding of some basic gen-
eralizations, relationships,,and principles ap-
plicable to all the sciences.

.4Demonstrates understanding .of the relation-
-7 -ihip'between science and society.

.
onstrates knowledge of scienceirlatedtatter

opportunities and the preparation needed 'to.
. pitrsuescience-related careers:

-6. Demonstrates knowledge of the contributions
to science and technology made by men and
women of various races arLd nationalities:

8

C.
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-. Evaluation techniques
(See page

Examples of ',teacher behaviors

.

. .

CJ

SC

The .teacbet
AcE.ePtstrid m els processq,of scientific- inquirit
encotu:ag erving, ':clasSifying, quantifying,
And hyPothesizing.,

.

Clis'atiention. to and identifies various aspects of
the inquiry process as they occur in the classroom
and labpratory:

AsI4 convergeni questions to reinforce learning:
of important facts. -

Introduces ;major ideas (such as energy comer-
sion) repeatedly in different contexts and demon-
stiates the broad applicability of such ideas.

; ProvideS opportunities for learners to apply basic
scientific principles to explain unfamiliar pheriom-
ena.

!Encourages learners to speculate-on how their
lives' would be different if certain scientific dis-
coveries had not been made or had turned out

,differently.
Creates opPortunities for learners to become in-
volved in community problems involving science
and technology,

'Shows familiarity with various science-related
careers...

Provides learners with information about the
preparation 'needed for various science-related-.

'Gives examples o how knowledge of science can
be useful in careers not normally'consid&ed Psci-

.

ence-oriented" (e.g., Jaw, journalism, business,
Sales, and building maintenance):

.

to..learners' attention scientific and tech
dokigical contributions made b); men and worn-
en- of various. races and nationalities.
Provides opportunities- for the learner to interact
with men and. women who have made contri-
b:utions to science- and technology.

i.$

73-



Chart 8 (Continued)

0
4.

erminal objective,.

4

The learneer:
7. Demonstiates awareness of. the.relationthip of

to.other areas of human endeavor (e.g.,
art,,history, and government).

8. Demonstrates knowledge of the wav,
attitudes, thinking processes, and
'coupled- with content kn9w1
personal, deeision rnakint.

O



Evaluation techniques

Examplesli to behaviors

e teacher:
ls,upon learners to identify, examples of the

relationship of science, to-;other subject....
,

ShoWi learners the ways n which knowledge of
..attztudes, thinking procsses, and skills

iikzted in- personal decision making.
.EncoUriges 1 ers to use such knowledge in

making their wn decisions.

3.-
o
cL.4
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The search for truth is in one
way hard and in another easy.:.
For it is evident `that no one can
master it. fully nor miss it

-wholly. But each adds.a :little to
Our knowledge of nature, and
from all the facts ass'embled
there .arises a certain grandeur.

Aristotle. 384-322 B.C.

V..

..
Scierice can be thought of as (1) astructured discipline of bOdy of

knowledge;, (2) a powerful way of acquiring new knowledge;. (3) a
basis for technolop; (4) a. potent social, economic. and ,Cultural
'influence; and (5) an interesting avenue of persorial fulfillment fbr
both! the 'scientist and the learner.. 4t various ivies (and _for.:
different reasonstthe science taught has_emphasi-Zed one o another.
of theSe facets. For instance, the curriculum reformiDt the 1960s
Nighlighted the processes_of science.anti the structure of its disci-
plines.

To meetsh,e needs of:learners durinuhecomiag years, science
teachers Must emphasize all these facebs in a balanced program:
Science constantly must be yelated to langtiage, thematics,
social sciences, career opportunities, and the creative see leisure "P',
time If teachers are to meet the_ needs of learners, th y must use :"-_
effectively every strategy and technique at their command. NO.
'single solution will suffice. --: . ""'ix; 1- ... . .t

The process for iinprovitig2turfic-ulurn sind instrticlon in science is
much the same:as it is:for improving- Curriculum and instruction '
in any subject area. One should study the existing programs and
deltimine how they are helping the learners. If certain goals and
Objectives, are not being met for some of the learners, that is the

/ signal that change is needed. ff time and resources are availablea
. new curriculum can be developed by formulating goals And objec-,
tives, developing structure,-selecti g contentreviewing.materials;-
and establishing evaluation criteri . More often, the process will be
.one of looking at existing curricu m materials, finding-the best
possible match /with the needs to served, and adapting and
supplementing then' as necessary fat fective implementation: In
either case nothing' that is printkl on .paper will work miracles". .

.

st a ithat is really an improvement in curriculum will
require a_ t teach learn new ways, of working with learners.The

.... interac t occurs aftiong:theteacher; learper, materials, and
N%-idea-s is the ent of truth" ii.urriOludutimprovement. /--

The objectives et fOrth- in this rarriework have been .classified
under four m .-owls: attitudes, rational and creativ thinking



prpcesses, .maniptilative anti communicative skills, and knoWI-
:. edge.' Regardless of how the curritultim is organized, The Tare-

rials, teaching strategies, learning experien es..and evaluative tech-
..nkques -usecl- must be consistent with ibe daLs and reflect a-
balance among them. .

-The teaching of sciepre must rvotivate yining.people to continue'
r learning. This is an awesome challenge, 1:*.bec4use the-processes

of science arrat--the b art a all learning and thel;siibject matter of
science is as broad arid aried as-thwiniverse itsel4tudents should

!.

attempt no less.

Illta-
.
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xornpl Mai
Ca ceptual

CorgRnizations
'of Scientific
Knowledge.

1

,

A

1 \

or The content of science can' be summarized into broad generalizations
that interrelate many specific facts and principles. Such generalizationS,
or concepts, can be the basis for the selection of the content to be used in
science instruction. One should emphasize that 41) the very nature of a
scientist is to be continually 'searching for-greater and greater generali-
zations and to be making continual refinements, teexisting .generaliza-
tions, and these are-based on current data Ad theories and are always
subje to change; (2) conceptual organizations provide a foundation for
the anding of how certain facti arc relaiet; and (3) conceptual

.....,-orgaivations, provide edu for. the future because they offer a,
perspective, by means of *hach divol)enes,riay be.correlated and
understood. kr

,

A, Most ei..Tnts.in. nattirc occur in a eiedictable way, understandable
in .-tirrns of cause-and-effect relationship; 'natural' law's are .

and demonstrable thrOukhout time and space.

This First conceptual organization, al knowledge, or generalization, is
an overall summaiion of"the other 12 gl-neralizations described in this
appendix. The others are extensions or elaborations of the above state- .
menu The main ideas contained itj th4 first concept may be restated ih
greater detail in the form of the following four points:

. . .

1. Events in nature are the result Ortnultiple cause-andLeffect relation-.
.

.

ships. The law's and theories of natureas they apply to motion,
energy, change, conservation, atiii

cause
atomic' stiuctige,-.-arcsimplify-

ing generalizations in which a cau and an effectarei-elated. These
laws and theories are based on, experienceand verified either by-

experiment or' by coKitialleef and objective observations'. 4
2,.., Kiaciwledge of cause and effect makes possible , the predietipn of

events: Knowledge concerning the motiim of the earth add moo
allows one to predict the sunrise .andjsurrset and the time an
magnitude of the tides. Kno*ledge'about chemical bonding allows

, .

''-one
to predict the amount of heat that wikI be liberated *lien an acid

is Addedto an alkali. The validity of a prediction based upon cause-
ar-effecl relationshiiisis determined, by the 'repr4ucibility of

\ .
experimental results. . 4'1.
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3. Cause=and-effect telationihips-are universally 'appliCable. A 'Major
goal of the scientist is tddiscover universal laws ocIpiture as well. as
ordered patterns of diversity that. have catisar`iilWanshps.., .

. 4. Predictions based. on cause-and-effect..relationships may ASO be
made if the events. arerandOm. ',Some events in _nature, -howevei,- .

occur i"n.uch random fainiOri thai. predictions .concerning indi-
Vidual events can be made only.'with,Oat uncertainty. 'One can
Fedict many occurcences-witlia high degree of certainty by apfily-
ing statistical .techniques, in the' study of such random events. For

'example, One can predict the fraction of atoms that will disintegrate
in agiven mass of .radioactive atoms ina given period of time, but
one cannot predict when a'single atom will disintegrate.::

.
B. Frames of reference for size, position. time,.ancl,?nOtion in space

are relative,.not absolute.

This conceptual organizatiOn' of .knowledge, or generalization, deals
with the meas able attributes of objects and events. It can be developed
from the folio ing two points of view. .

I. The, mass and dimensions of objects are .measurecl' to 'determine
their ma nudes, bu6nch measurements- are nevet.absolutely pre-
cise. Wit increasing 'ktiracy of instruments and techniques, plea-
suremen come closer, to; bin can never reach, absolute valugs. The .

position. of .an object is determined by measuring its distance and
direZ from other objects or from fixid basepoints. Events in time, .

are ured by 'means 'of clocks, marking .off inter.vali from a'
reference point.in time. The motion of an object "Can be char-,.
acterized in term's of its cha es in Position with',reference to:time .

and basepoint. The most .dif cult quantitative concepts are those
that are well, beyond the level f intellectual comprehension: the
numbers of atoms and "stars or tOMIC and cosmic dimensions: -

2. These measurements seem rigid and constanta kilogram is a unit
of mass, valuable because of its constant dependability regardless of
its position in the universe. But it is' alsonsedas a standard unit of;
Weight at The earth's surface where its particular value depends on
the earth's gravitational field. When ,the kilogram is transferred to

' an environment away froth! the earth's surface, however, this scan-
dard unit' of weight loses its -earthbound-value. 'It

.

>,
- C. Matter is composed of particles that are in constant motii".

r -.-
,, ._ .

Different 'kinds .of. matter, can be classified in accoicianCe with (heir.
articulate natures and in accordance' with`wth .

the energetic movernents of,

i
the -Particles within them. The model in, which matter is composed Of

.

moving particles has been used to explain .Many patujal phenomena,:
such .as the solid; liquid, and gaseous ,statel"- of. matter.. , ..-

. According to the model, for *example; water is rrOde Up 'Of man'
moving molecules. In 'the solid state ine7mOleculel.are less free 1.6 move ..
aboUt.- When energy in the form Of heat is applied!to.these molecules, they '
,vibrate energetically. If enough heat energy is applied, the substAnre will..
change from the solid into a liquid, then to a. gas; '

Molectiles. in turn. are maaeup of smaller units called atoms. Auirns
are sometimes

-

called "basic building blocks of matter" because' they
. , -

..:,



determ ine the properties of .the basic erements. But atoms: too, are
composed of smaller, subatomic particles such as elecirons, protons, and
neutrons. Farther study has led to the discovery of many more subatomiC
particles. Their relationships are as yet only poorly understood. Our
present ideas about the nature of matter probably will change as new
experiments lead to new knot;.ledge.

D. Energy exists in _a-variety of convertible forms.

Erfengy and its conversiOn is a corrunotrand that runs through all the
sciences, from phy;ics to biology and frem geology to cosmology. The
rise of people from being their own1 3easts of burden to the development
of modem technology has inc*tsed .direct proportion to their ability
to find and convert energy t.),...0,1ace muscle power. One measufe of a
nation's progress and materiarrwellIbeing might be the average amount
of energy consumed per citizen pqr year. However, this particular kind of
.progress -cannot be extended indefinitely. It ,may lead to intolerable
pollution of the biosphere. In addition, the increasing demand for greater
amounts of energy threatens-the very existence of people through cata-
strophic warfare.

'The principle of energy conversion underlieS almost every major
scientific discipline. The physicist sees a swinging pendulum as an
example of the transformation of energy from potential energy to kinetic
energy and vice versa. The chemist observes that energy is transferred -
betweenbetween molecules when they collide. The biologist understands' that all
changes in living organisms, from simple cells to human beings, involve
a flow of energy to and from the environment.

E. Matter and energy are manifestations of a single enty; their sum
in a closed system is constant. . _./;

In. most observations taken at the beginning and at the end of natural
phenomena, the amounts of matter and energy appear to remain con-
stant. However, investigations of certain subatomic and cosmic phenom-
ena show that the relationship between matter and energy is _best. ex-
pressed by Einstein's- fambUs equation, E = mc2. Two important char-
acteristics of this relationship are: (1) the amount,of energy (E) appearing
or disappearing is proportional to the amount of matter (m) that is
destroyed or created; and (2) the proportionality constant (c2) is a large
number (the square of the speed of light). Thus,-a.small amount of mass
is equivalent to a huge amount of energy.

Throughout the universe matter constantly is being transformed into
energy, and matter simultaneously is being created from energy. A
currently popular belief is that the two processes are in balance; but
scientists have not determined if such a state of equilibrium actually has
been attained. To dater however, all evidence 'tends to confirm the
conclusion that the sum of matter and energy in the universe remains
constant.

F. Scientists use classification systems to bring order and unity to
apparently dissimilar and diverse natural phenomena.

Through observation and analysis, scientists search among distin-
guishing characteristics or properties of natural phenomena for gen-

.
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eralizations that might serve as unifying themes upon- which classifica- .

tion systems or taxonomies could be developed. The taxonomy of plant ,

and animal kingdoms, the periodic table of elements, and the electro-
magnetic spectrum are examples of classification systems based upon
underlying principles or unifying themes.

In any classification system devised to bring order to our conceptsix4Hs,,
the universe, there must be an awareness that the classification is, afiet
all, made by human beings for human beings. The human intellect hiis
superimposed upon nature a system in' order to better understand the
universe. 'Cis not surprising, therefore, that certain objects do trot fit into
the classification. system. Human beittgs are, in a very real sense, limited

-in-their -understanding-of rraiural pht2nomena by their/mental processes
and patterns. They are also limited, in part at least, by the modes by
Which they acquire knowledge.

-ZA
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F:-1. Matter is ,organized into units which an be classified into
organzzatiOnal levels.

Structure within the natural order is observed in_classifications from
the smallest, subatomic particles to the _Matter within huge, galactic
masses. Basic units of matter, small or large, are found in every organiza-
tional level in the' physical and biological structures of the natural order.
Scientists. attempt to bring order to.the world they investigat by group-
ing and classifying mattes in accordance With its properties. Although the
basic unit selected varies with the particular field of inquiry, a trend
toward interrelationships among the natural sciences is becoming evi
dent.

_.,
-o- -

F -2. Structure and Junction are often interdependent.

On every organizational level of matter, scientists have used the inter-
dependence of function and structure as a useful tool. In most cases, if the

-.. funetion of a unit of matter can be observed, the scientist can make
informed.guesses as to its structure. Sometimes, hoeVer, cause-and-effect
relationships can be misinterpreted. For example, Lamarck was Wrong
when 116 predicted that changed functions or environments could give

c-'rise to changed hereditary structural adaptations. .,,1

Experimental research indicates that structures evolve in such a way
that some orgSnisms are more likely to survive their environment than
others. Studr also show that changed environments favor the persistence
and spread certain spontaneous hereditary *changes. Wheri organis,ms
evolve parts that do not function successfully within their environment,
they dO not survive for long. ( ._

G. Living organisms have universal properties.. ..°

.Living organisms have universal properties, including derivation of
energy trim Outside sources and reproduction. Evolutionary studies
indicate that these organisms are naturally selected_ from Aigkieritkon to
generation, producing descendants with different char**, and
producing variability among populations of living speciesocess
has been going on so long that it has produced all the groups and kinds of
plants and animals"now living as welt as-TatherS that have become extinct.i
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Living organisMs are highly organized systems,of matter and, energy,
and iny introduction io `biology shOuld. include a definition of life.
Perhaps this is best done by . listing some of Iife's properties. Living
organisms derive energy from outside sources, primarily the sun, and use
it for their own purposes. Green plants Use the energy io form chemical
compounds that undergo metabolic 'reactions that enable the plants to
grow, respire, and reproduce. Other organisms, such as animals, consume
plants or animals as sources of chemical .energy.,

The most characteristic property of life is reproduction...This central
function of organisms is, carried out by means of info_ rmation that is stored
in molecules.df deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with. the exception of some
viruses that use ribonucleic acid (ANAI for this purpose. 1

In addition to reproduction, another characteristic of life is change in
, its genetic material With passage of time. This pri)( csss. termed evolution;

,takes place through-changes in DNA. Changes in DNA molecules are
produCed by mutation, Which includes replacement of some DNA bases
by others, and reCbmbinatiori in which,egments of DNA are added to or
subtracted from genes. Duplication. of genes sometimes also oath's. Most
mutations are harmful and do not persist; they are eliminated by natural
selection.

Beneficial mutations occasionally take place and are responsible for the
.appearance of new characteristics. A third class is "neutral" or "near ,

neutral" mutations. -Some of these mutations are adopted during evolu-
tion..lhe progress of evolution can be measured by comparing DNA
molecules cif closely related species and measuring the percentage dif.
ferences in the sequences of their components (bases). The differences are

,) roughly correlated with, the passage of time as measured by the fossil,
record,-On an average; about one or two DNA bases in each billion are
changed each year in each species, This process also can be measured in
proteins 'because the secitiences of amino acids in protein molecules are
controlled by base sequences in DNA., through the genetic code.. This
indiCares that all living 'organisms on earth have a common ancestor'
from which they have diverged by evolution during about three billion
years. ThroUghout this imMense time, the DNA molecules have main-
tained a continuous existence that has never been interrupted. If DNA
were to disappear, all life on earth would become extinct.

H. Units _of matter interact,

e properties and behavior of every unit Of matter in the-universe Iv
.1:-.4eptl*dent upon its interactions with other,units of matter. The study of

Inte'i=ations constitutes a large part of scientific investigation, and such
.studies have led to the formulation of a number of closely related ideas.

.
,

I

H-1. The bases of allall interactions are electromagnetic, gravitational,
and nuclear forces whose fields extend beyond the vicinity of
their origins.

Certain forces are present in every interaction. The three basic forces-
electromagnetic, 'gravitational. and nuclearhave the rather amazing
property of acting at a distance; that is, they permit interactions to take
.place without any direct contact between the 'units of interacting matter,

9
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Most everyday, interactions do not seem to, result from`action-at-a-
distance forces because they require at least a surface contact between
objects. 'A closer look at such interactions on a microscopic level, how-

"- ever, leads to quite a different conclusion. All- contact interactions- are
believed; to result frbm the electromagnetic forces that bind electrons to
nuclei to form atoms, and atoms to atoms to form molecules. What
appears to be a direct contact between the surfaCes.of two interacting
objects actually is only a relatively close proximity between moleCules,
calling into play the attractive and repulsive actions of charged particles.

H-2. Interdependence and interaction with the environment' are uni-
versal relationships.

Interaction and interdependence are found in the smallest subatomic
particles and in the mast gigantic astronomical bodies. Nothing in the
universe exists in isolation. Every object that exists is either dependent -.

+.- upon an interacting event for its origin or is, in the process of change due
to interactions. The components of a living cell, for example, are inte
grated by interactions, and these interactions-lead to new properties that
are not apparent in the isolated components. The,cell as a whole interacts fi.4
with its environment by exchanging matter and energy across the cell" i
surface.

At ,the-higher organizational levels of organism, population, com- .
RR

R kW. munitv, and ecosystem: the components within any given unit interact
Pi with each other, and the unit as a whole exchanges matter and energy

with its environment. More than ever before in history the effects of
human activity on the ecosystems must be assessed. Much olthe quality
of human life certainly depends on the maintenance a-the quality of
other life forms.

Many interdependent events that occur in the natural ofder are cyclic in
Ncharacter. A pattern of sequential events gives rise to a repetitive chain of

events in which one link of the chain is dependent upon its preceding
link. The food and water cycles are examples Of dependent cyclic inter-

actions.
A food chairr links together the members of an ecosystem. Green plants

begin/the chain (phytoplankton in the marine ecosystem). The green'
plants manufacture food by using- light energy from the sun and water,
carbon dioxide, and nutrients from the"soil. A first-order consumer (e.g., a
deer or cow) comes along and eats the plant. A second-order consumer
(e.g., a cougar or human) eats the first-order consumer. We even can have
a transfer of food and energy from the producer to a higher-order

- consumer. The decomposition of living things also provides food for'the
plants.

Another order of interactions is that of evolutionary events, which
produce predictable changes in certain kinds of objects over lorig periods
of time. One theory claims.that atoms, interacting with one another and
evolving over eons of time, gave rise to the present assemblage of various,
kinds of elements. Another evolutionary thesis describes the progress of
stars all the way from young gaseous.nebnlae to pulsating dying stars.
Still another interacting series of events has produced the evolution,of
rocks from igneous to sedimentary and metamorphic-type materials.

Interactions between organisms and their environments produce changes
in both. Changes in the, environment are readily demonstrable on a short-

f



term basis; oyer the period of recorded history (circa 5,000 years),
These changes have been inferred from geologic evidence over a greatly
extended period of time (billions of years), although the further back we
go, the less certain we can be. During the past century and a half, the
earth's crust and the fossils preserved in it have been studied intensively
by scientists.

From fossil evidence it can be inferred-that" organisms populating the
earth have not always been structurally the same and that anatomical
changes have taken place ihrough time. The process of change through
time is termed evolution. In modern biology, the Darwinian theory of
evolution is the ..unifying theme that provities:ra genetic basis for the
biologiCal deVelopment of complex 'forms of fifein the past and present
and the changes noted through time.

The concepts that are the basic foundation for the theory of evolution
are that 11) inheritable variations exist ainon,g members of aNpuiation
of like organisms; and (2) differential successful:reproduction (i.e., sur-
vival) is.occasioned by the compbsiteof environmental factors impinging
upon the population generatioh after generation. Darwinian evolution is
used to explain the many similarities and differences that exist between
diVerse kincli of organisms. It also-provides a 'structural. framework Upon
which many seemingly unrelated observations can be brought into more
meaningful relationship;. .

Scientists also have developed, froM experiments and observations,
hypotheses concerning the development of life from the nonliving matter
of the prebiological earn. This research and its hypotheses usually are
referred to as "chemical es,olution.",Philosophic and religious consid-
erations Pertaining to the origin, meaning, and value of life are not
within the realm of science because they cannot be analyzed or measured
by present methods of science:

H-3. Interaction and reorganization of units of matter always are asso-
ciated with changes in energy.

The relationship among all 'things and their environments can be
compared to a ,spider's web consisting of many interwoven threads that
form a comPlicatetpattein. An interplay of matter and energy holds the
"web" together; however, the total process has an orderly pattern.

Irgeractions of matter-and energy are consistent and describable' in
terms oaf natural law. The following two ideas are concerned with the
energy changes that accompany -changes in the organization or 'state of
matter:

1. In a closed system (ail approximate example of which is a sealed,
light - tight,' vacuum-jacketed laboratory flask), when units of
Matter interact, the system tends toward 'a condition of equilib-
rium in which free energy, or the ability to do net Work, is at
a minimum. A closed system is also one that tends toward a
state-of maximum disorder or randomnes (also known as a state
of maximum :entropy).
In an open system units of matter may interact in such a way
as to maintain a steady state or condition of homeostasis.

We do not know, of course, whether the universe is an open or closed
:System. Living systems, on the other hand, are obviously open ones

10i
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Appendix

Criteria
for Evaluating
Instructional

Materials
in- .Science

A

Kindergcrten
and Grades

One:ibrough Eight

Approved
by the

Board of EduCcrflion
on March 12, 1976

IP

:Although no single definition of science would be acceptable to
everyone, in a.,general sense the term science embraces much of our
objective efforts .to understand nature. Applied science (technology) uses
this knowledge to make the world a better place in. which to live. Thus,
science includes the ideas and concepts which scientists have-created in
ordet to understand nature as well as the intellectual skill and particular
modes 'of ,thinking used to develop thig understanding.

,Goals
The goals of the science program are as follows:

I. To develop those values, aspirations; and attitudes which underlie
the personal involvement of the individual- with the environment
and society .

2. To develop and apply rational. thinking prOcesses
3. To develop fundamental skills in manipulating materials and

equipment; in, caring for and handling liking things; and in
gathering, organizing, and communicating scientific information

4. To develop knowledge of processesfacts, concepts, generalizal
tions;-and unifying pri9ciPlestheproducts of sciencethit assist
in interpreting the-natural environment A

-
Interrelatedness of .the Sciences -- t

Although science has been organized into such disciplines as astronomy,
biology, chemistry, geology, and physics, the science program should
emphasize .the essential commonality of the scientific enterprise in pre-
senting a unifying picture.of nature. TO this end, organization along
With a problem-solving or skills-developing approach is preferred over
a sequence of disqmtinuous topics along disciplinary lines.;

InterrelatiOnships r.etiyeen Science and Other Subjects
Science has not developed in isolation nor does it exist in isolation

from other activities. For proper perspectiVe science must be presented in
the context of human endeavors. The interfaces between science and

*mathematics, firie arts, social science, language arts: health, and so forth,
exist and Must be recognized if realistic scientific literacy is to be
achieved.

A
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ResponsiVeness to Human Needs
Science' instruction must meet the different needs and interests of

individual students and use appropriate teaching-learning styles, strategies,

and Materials:

General Criteria: The Instructional Program at All Levels

Science materials must, reflect a philosophy which is consistent with
that expressed in the current Science frameurobt for California Public
Schools as adopted by the State -Board oLEtlucation. _ _

,Material in a language other than English and parallel to English
cumicular material shall be included when available.and when in con-
formance with these criteria. Because these criteria ark meant to be used
with a complete science program, some educational materials may meet
only selected parts df the criteria.

Attitudes and Values
Print and nonprint educational materiali will be used by the teaching

staff to:
1. Help learners develop and extend their personal interests and

experiences through science.
2. Develop an understanding that major forces' in society:affect the

learner, the schools, and science: and that advances science
technology in turn affect society, the learner, and the schools.

3. Develop those positive values, aspirations, attitudes which'
underlie the personal involvement of the individual with the
environment.

4. Help learners promote critical questioning of unsupported inferences,*
. hypotheses, and theories.

5. Protrigle an awareness- of energy/ecological relationships in the
environment and of their social,and economic implicationS.`

Process and Content
Toth print and nonprint educational materials will be used by the

teaching staff to:
1. Give learners the opportupity to engage in the major activities

that are employed in scientific inquiry: observing, experimenting,
verifying, predicting; organizing, inferring, analyzing, synthesiz-
ing, and generaliiing.

2. Help learners develop fundarriptal skills in manipulating mate-.

rials and equipment; in caring for and handling living things:.
and in gathering, organizing, and communicating-scientific infor-

3. Provide ccincepts and ideas that are appropriate to the students'
levels of development, their reading abilities, and their varying
needs.

4. Provide opportunities to integrate the knowledge and skills learned in
other disciplines (e.g., mathematics, language arts, health, and
social sciences) with those abilities that lead to the achievement

. of scientific goals.. -

.
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5. Provide students with a science program that will d velop a
At4 knowledge of specificS:' facts, conventions, sequences, an classifica-

tions.
6. Provide learners with an opportunitp develop a knowledge of

concepts, generalizations, and unifying principles.
. 7. Demonstrate the interrelatedness of scientific information and

(he ProCesses by which tha( information is obtained. .

8. Provide a variety of experiences in the bialogi5al, physical, earth,
and space sciences.

9. Show the relationship betweepeople.and their environment, and
promote awareness of and responsibility toward that environment:-

W. Develop an awareness of climin4hing natural resources, and empha-
size the need for wiser management.

11.'Identify science - related careers; and stress the importance of science
skills in careers. .

.

12. Make consistent use of the SI metric system, and convey to the
learnerS the important contributions they can make in explaining

___:_thesystem to persons who are not familiar with these nits.
13. Emphasize standard health and safety, practices.
14. Describe contributions to science and technology made by women

and men of various races, ages, and nationalities:

Instructional Strategies
Both print and nonprint educational materials will meet the following

criteria:
L Be Adaptable to a variety of teaching-learning strategies that treat

all learners with respect, recognizing individual differences by
adapting instruction to individual interests, needs, and learning
styles. .

2. Provide a structure for organizing and sequencing learning exper-
iences with illustrative instructional models. Include groUp instruc-
tion planning and assessment, diagnosticiprescriptiOr teaching,
and concept and process development.

3. Provide the learner with opportunities to-select from a variety of
activities that contribute to the attainment of an objective.

4. Include guidance for extending student experiences by introducing
new topics and alternative paths of study, develOpingoPpropriate
media, and .the like.

Organization
The print and nonprint educational materials will meet the following_ ;-

crt term:
. .

. 1. Provide an organizational perspective (print:, table of codtents.,.
index, and so forth; nonprint: scope and sequence ,chart and so4

forth).
2_ Provide for an organized sequence of developthent that is readily

apparent to both learner and teacher.
3. Be so arranged that ideas and skills reappear in-varying contexts

-' and at increasing levels of sophistication.
4. Provide 4:4uesAons that-elicit a Variety of learner responses, such as-

. discussion and investigation. At the appropriate level material

I.
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should encourage higher-order questions or knowledge., compre-
hension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Assessment and Evaluation
Both print and nonprint materials will 'meet the following criteria:

1. Provide. for a variety of evaluative techniques; 'leacher-student
evaluation, and student self-evaluation.

2. Include_provisions for frequent interim and end-of-prograMassess-
ment of student progress. Some focuses for evaluation are (1)
rational thinking; (2) interpretation of nature; (3) understanding of
-the nature- of sciences : --(4)- development.df "appropriate attitudes to-
ward science and nature; and (5).manipulaiive and communicative
skills-.

3.. Be consistent with the stated goals and objectives of the, materials.
Teach, Materials

The inat s used by the teacher will meet the following criteria:
Be ly distinguishable from student materials and convenient
kir- se:. for example, annotated student materials may be used as
the teacher's edition.

2. Show a consistent correltion with student materials.
3. Contain practical hints and advice. such- as the follcinring:

a. Itemized lists of materials and equipment
b. Techniques
c. Recipes for solutions
d. Sources of materials
e. Care and maintenance of equipment and living things
f. Primary references and additional sourcebooks
g: Suggested storage, space -requirements, and ordering procedures
h. Hints on how to avoid commonly encountered, difficulties

4. Provide a related reference list and' suggestions for extended and
in-depth supplemental activities for learner and teacher.

5. Include an overview and/or summary of each unit with g
objectives_

6. Provide -background information, including relevant questions,
discussion and reading, expected responses, and historical infor-
mation. -

7. Indicate the readability level of learner materials.
8. Identify common goals with other ,subject areas.
9. _ Indicate standard health and safety practices_

10. Show applications to other subject areas of attitudes, rational
thinking processes, skills, and knowledge developed in science_

11. Provide suggestions for using 'community resources.
Instructional Media Standards

Printed materials such as books and laboratory manuals-will meet the
the folloWing-criteria:

Use paper and binding of a quality appropriate for the intended

AB,

usage.
2. Be printed in type that is clear, readable, and appropriate to the

content and maturity level of the learner.



_-3. Provide aesthetic visual arrangements using color, illustration.
and photographs where appropriate.

Visual nonprint presentations (fill-n.5, filmstrips, charts, and so forth)
will _meet the following Criteria:

1. Be characterized by aesthetic appeal that contributes to the stu-
dent's learning'xperiences. /2. Fulfill the- function suitable to the medium.

3- Be current. 2

- Materials designed for auditory presentation (records, tapes, and the
like) will meet the following criteria:

1. Present voices tbat- are clear and well modulated or appropriate
to the role .port]

2." Have technical qb ay sufficient to reproduce the sound frequencies
that are necessary.

3_ Be appropriate in content and length for the intended audience.,
4. Use standard English_ (When a language other than English

is 'presented,. authentic native or near-native speakers should be
provided. They should represent the voices of male and female
adults and c *- _speaking at an appropriate rate and with
accurate into

Materials designed for.manipulative Use (e.g., laboratory equipment or
games) will meet the Jollowing criteria:

fr

1. Conform to current safety standards.
2_ Be clearly identified and durable.
3_ Be convenient to handle, use, and store.
4. Be replaceable and easily available from the supplier when needed;

for examp.lec-onsumable materials and components of kits, systems,t
laboratorieS, gan4es. and so forth.

5_ Lead to achievement of instructional )bjectives.

0
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Appendix

C
-A Design for Decision Making

in the Educational Program

POLICY
LEVEL

Develop science_ philos-
ophy and goals that are

consistent with the Science
"Framework.

CURRICULUM
LEVEL

De ermine desired learner
o tcomes in 4cience.

Develop district science
curriculum guide-that is

consistent with stated g0aN.

INSTRUCTIONAL
LEVEL

Establish _priorities, rele-
vant to abilities and needs
of learners, teachers, and

the community.

Determine resources and
priorities for district
science curriculum.

Determine staff responsi-
bilities for science pro-

gram developmerit.

Establish district commit
ment to science inservice

staff development.

Clearly define school level
curriculum objectives.

Assess teacher and learner
abilities and needs in science.

Develop`stanaards of. per-
formance for learners and
teachers and criteria for
determining program

effectiveness.

a

Write district-approved
science curricula to include:

Appropriate content
Scope and sequence_
Acceptable. methods and
strategies

- Materials and facilities
Media and other resources-.
Inservice training
Evaluation (both forma-
tive and summative)

Prepare summative dis-
trict evaluation.

Identify behavioral objec -.
tives for learners and

teachers.

Select appropriate instruc-
tional experiences in.

science for the learner.

Conduct appropriate staff
development activities.

. -Continually evaluate pro-
gram and learner progress;
teachers and )learners con-

duct self-evaluation.
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ndix

self-Assessment -Checklist
for Teachers_ of Science'

,

Scientific Attitutre;
Processes, Skills, Knowledie,°and Lib&al Arts

ti

z.
.

1. My students see in me an attitude of open-mindbdness and suspended judgment,

.-2. 1 enjoy desiFhing and onducting' experiniental Audies to fest hypotheses or account
for discrepant events. .

. 12'345:-

12345

3. I willingly subject personally acquired data and ideas to peer criticism.

4. I am .proficient in mampulating.and uOlizing the tools and equipment of science.
.

5. I am able to apply mathematics to gathering, processing, and communicating data
in my teaching (measurement in metric units).

6. I can use oral and written communication skills effectively.

7. I am familiar with trieclNic-,Irscognition and recall content of my field and/or
level of science. . ,

8. I understand the factors affecting tliphysical, emotional, and intellectual growth
And development of my students: -

9. I can identify and construct conditions- that motivate inquiry in the learner.

_12345

12345 ,

1234.5

12345

12345-

12345

12345

10. I use effective methods and matclials'' to guide students in their consideration of
science-related careers. 12345

11. I seek to know, understand, and support the needS, aspirations, and positive attitudes
of the community toward education... 12345

12. I interact and cooperate v. 'other teachers in providing a healthy, balanced total
school atmosphere. -\ft- 12345

1$. I am aware of community resources that will enhance my science instructional
progrim. 12345

1;1. I can describe the interrelationships among various fields of scientific etiaeavor.
-.;-. .., 12345

1 The stateinenis in the checklist arc characteristic 4 those made by teachis who provide quality programs of instruction in

science. 'Chase statements have been organized-into a checklist to help. teachers dtettnin the degree to which they can compare

.
themselves with these attributes. This material was adapted horn evaluation criteria des-doped by the National Sciepce Teachers

Association.
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15. I know of scientists in rify community and can relate them to lily instructional
program., 12345. -

16. I work with other teachers to interrelate the teaching of science with that. of other
subjects.

_
12345

17. I can interpret the relationships between science and other aspects of, human endeavor.

12345.
. 4

18. I have veloped and follow a' philosophy of education which deals with' the place
of science teaching in the school's total education effort. 12'345

19. I am aware of energy/ecological relationships in the environment .and of their
social and economic implications. 1.2345-

. 20, I have studi d the social/economic/environmental impacts of science and the social
and moral _r ponsibuities of scientists. 12345

Instructigpal Methods and- Technidues

1. I use specific course and curriculum development tecimiques (cons uction of lesson
plans, development of minicourses, modulesZ'of learning activity pac ages, writing
performance, objectives, and the like). j123.45

2. I know where to obtain and how to use data (about each learner's conceptual
level, cognitive style, interests, and abilities)I0 provide unique :individual experiences. 12345

3. .1 can 'effectively utilize current technological. devices and materials in my, teaching
(e.g., motion pictures, overhead projectors,. audio- and videotape recorders, and
computer time-share). 12345-

4." ran select, construct, use, and interpret various kinds of evaluation instruments
-ifor determining student progress.,. .

96

12345,

5. use a variety of teaching styles (i.e., student inquiry, lecture, demonstration,
individual project work, convergent and divergent questioning, seminar's, and
simulations). 12345

6. I Make prov. isions for the safety of students while they are participating in classroom/
laboratory activities arid can handle emergencies that arise. A.2345

7. I imPlement a variety of forms of classroom organization: individual, small andlarge
group, open classroom, laboratory, and team -teaching. 12345

8. can ,provide a rich environment' (of data sources, materials for experimentation,
phenomena to observe, and ideas) for use by my students in achieving Blass objectives. 123'45

9. I am familiar with the legal requirements relative to the cake and use of animals
in the classroom in my instructional program.- 12345

r



.

"'

Professional Educatxm atid Developitient

1. My background equipped me with the undersianding'af,tfie lile;'physical, and earth-
.. -

...

space sciences needed for teaching in, my curre_nt assignment:

(-2- I have a working knowledge ,of recent .national ;Currictiliit projects;...e.g., Science
/Curriculum Improvement -Study (elementary) or' Si;iiolotal 'Sciences Curriculum ,

Study, Chemical Education Material- Study, and Intemiredite Science Curriculum -,
'Study (secondary). A

12345
,

123.45
3. I participate in the activities of at least one (nationa1; state, orlocal) drganization

primarily related to science teaching; e.g., the Naiional 'Science Teachers Aisociation
and the California Science Teachers Associatipri.

12345
4. I attend the conferences and conventions held by national; stale_ , or loca l'organizsa-

Lions related to my field of science interest.(American:AssociatiOn:of Physics Teachers,
American Chemical Society, NatiOnal AsSociation °Etiology TeOcherP=arid National
Science Teachers Association): 1: ''''.':' - s :.'1?, ...... ' '

v.
.:;', :- 12345' ,

5.. I have attended one or more 'special Iniervice prograMS St*.ye teaching,.(e.g.,
summer institute, inservice institute, or inservice .Course) in 1.bep' ast two years. . 12345

6. I contribute to the development or ;evaluation of new prograMs and ideas in
science teachi e.g., I participate in or conduct a research study, deve101itnnOvative
curriculum mater ls, or pilot -test newly developed materials. .,"

7. I participate in the cience teacher preparation programs of liearby colleges and
universities by work.' g with student teachers and/or teadring extension: courses.

,

8. I use,-professional days or yeleased,tirne to visit other schools and obserye innovative
science programs and/or outstanding leachers in action. ,

9. I use my training and experience to identify Students with special needs'Or'problems:
and refer them to persons or agencies qualified to providcotielp..

12345

12345

12345

12345
10. I am familiar with the Special science-related opportunities (clubs, coMperifiorks,._

fairs, symposia, or congresses) available to my students and encourage and advise;.
them in their participation. 12345

,
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pendix,

Reading
_ in Science
Instruction

ileveloping Reading Sip
The nature of science and the unique organization. of scientific- infor-

mation' and prodesses -give-rise to Special difficulties in reading,sciontffic
materials. One of the primary difficulties is posed by science vocabulary.
There are several reasons for this: (1) The vocabulary in science is more
exact, specialized',, and extensive than infother fields; (2) many commonly
used words cause confusion because they have a different and/or more
exact meaning in science (e.g., mass, force, compound,' cell, colony, and
culture; (3) many scientific words are derived from Greek or Latin words.
that are completely new to students so that- previously learned word
analysis skills are frequently of little or no help, and students have to
make new applications of the skill; ana formulate new generalizations;
and (4) one word is often applied to a complicated concept or process
(e.g., sterilize, magnetism, photosynthesis, and elecoplysis).

Although basic reading skills apply to all subjects, scientific materials
require emphasis on special skills that are -fund ental for effective
reacting in science. To successfully complete their fence research pro-
jec.t, students shouldlearn to do the following:

.1. -f_Tse the specific science 'vocabulary.
2. Change the rate of reading in accordance with the-difficulty level.
3. Draw important generalizations from the reading of scientific

books and articles.
4. Obtain information from- graphs, charts, maps, scales, and dia-t grams and relate them with the printed word.
5. Use and understand scientific "symbols and forrniflae.

. 6. Read and follow a-sequence of steps in a technical process-and in
performing investigations.

7. Select, locate, and use outside references and compare information
from various` sources.

8. Read and-.identify the cause - and - effect pattern in science.
9. Recognize and follow problem-solving techniques.

10. Apply the information in helping to understand everyday problems..
The reading level assessment of printed. materials is often complicated

when the printed word is accompanied by illustration; diagrarns, tables,
and other format variations which are included to aid in comprehension..
Also, the more modified structures a basic sentence has in it, the more
complicated it is. For example, prepositional phrases, dependent clauses,
inverted word order, and excessive subordination require higher reading
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skills: The following, techniques are only two of several reading asigess-
inthts that.can be used. Others ran be selected from a variety of testing
procedures .listed in the references at the end of this appendix.

'Assessing Student Reading Skills
Teachers can develop a "doze"" reading test to determine which

students will be able to understand specific printed materials and the
degree of assistance that "will be required by others. The procedure
provides a meansior determining whether the material is at,tfie.kridepen-
dent, instructional, or frustrational level for each student.

Independent Reading Level
The learner is at the independent reading level when he or she is able o't

read and understand without help. The Material should have high
interest value and should cause -n,,C difficulty'.

Instructional Reading Level s. ,.

At the instructional reading level, the individual is able to read and
understand with some help from the teacher. The material mayn be
challenging but not too. difficult. .

Frusfrational Reading Level
At the frustrational reading level, the individual is unable to read with

minimum teacher assistance. ComprehensOn of the material is poor, and
frukration results.

An informal doze reading test can be constructed as follows:

1. Select a _representative passage from the printed materials. The
passage, should include an initial sentence that is kept intact and
followed by 250 words.

2. Delete every fifth word and ,replace it with a blank using the
Underline tjpewriterckey. All the blanks should be' uniform ,in
length: .

3. Have students complete each blank as nearly as possible to the
word omitted (every fifth 'word will be "dozed" by the stud'ent).

4. SCore the test results by considering only the exact word to deter-
mine a direct -match score, or determine ati adjusted score by
accepting alternative words:

5. Interpret the scores as follows:
65 to 100 percentindependent reading level

- 55 to 64 percentinstructional reading level
0 to 54 perCent=frustrational reading level

Assessing the ,Reading Level of ftririted Materials

A discrepancy often exists between the intended grade level use and the
reading level Of published materials. Teachers 'should be familiar with
different techniques for determining the approximIte reading level of
printed materials. Oneiechnique involves the use og the Fry readability
graph. It has 'a high -correlation with other reading level assessment

IA test of reading comprehension that involves having the individual being tested supply
words that have been systematically deleted from a text.
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devices; however, all such assment devices have built-in limitations,
particularly ..ivith science vo ulary. The graph can be7used only to
approximate the reading level of materials. (See Figure 1.)

DIRECTIONS: Randomly select three 100-word passages from a book or
an article. loi:the average number of syllables and the average number of

<, words per sentence on a graph to determine the area of readability level.
Choose more passages per4book if great variabilis.y is observed.
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Fig. 1. Graph for estimating readability=
4-\

=Used by permission from Edward Fry. Rutgers University Reading Unter. Rutgers Uni-
versity. New Brunswick, N.J. The readability graph is not copyrighted. Anyone may repro-

.duce it in any quantity, but the author and thy editors would be pleased if this source were
cited.
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Frameworks kaktillable
from the Department

of Edudation
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The Science Framework for California Public' Schools, which was

adopted far use in Cadifornia by the State Board of Education, is-one of a
Series of curriculum.framewOrks-ihat are available for i)urchase from the
California State Department of Education.

The, frameworks, with date of publication and Selling price,:kare as
follOwS:

Art Education. Framework (1971) $.85
Bilingual-Bicultural Education and English-as-a1 Second-Language E du-
cation: 4 Framework for Elementary -and.Se'c ndary Schools (out of
print; currently being revised)

California Curriculum Frameworks: A Handbobk f Productien, Imple-,
mentation, and Evaluation Activitis (1977) $.85

Dranial Theatre. Framework for California Public Sc ools: (1974) $1.05
English Langui ge Framework fpr California PaiblicSchools (1976) 51;50.
Foreign Language Framework for California Public Schools (T972) $.83
Health -Instruction Framework for- California Public Schools (1978)
$1.35

Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools (1'9-75), $1.25
Music rFramework for California Public Schools (19711 5.85
Physical Education Framework' for California Public Schools (1973)
5.85

Framework in Reading for the Elementary and Secondary Schools of
California (1973) 51.25

Science Framework for California Public Schools (978). 51.65
Social Sciences Education Framework for California Public Schools 1975)

51.10

Other publications that may be of interest to the reader are the
fol lowing:

Curriculum Guide for Teaching Gifted Children Science in Grades One
. Through Three (1977) S.85
Curriculum Guide for Teaching Gifted Children Science in Grades Four
Ekistics: Guide for an Interdisciplinary Environmental °Curriculum
(1973) -5.85
Handbook on California's Natural .Resources, Vol.. I (1972) 5.85
Handbook on California's Natural 'Resources, Vol. II (1970) 5.85

Orders should be directed to:
k.

California State Departrhent of Education
P.O. Box 271
Sacramento, CA.95802

Remittance or purchase order must accompany order. Purchase orders
without checks are accepted only from government agencies in
California. Six percent sales tax should be added to all orders from
California purchasers.

A complete list of publications available from the Department may be
obtained by writing to the address listed above.

77-62 (03-0141) 77108 10-78 30M


